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DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SCIENCE

AND ENGINEERING IN THE CARIBBEAN

EXECUYIVS SUMMARY

Today, @s in the past, the Caribbean area remains of critical stra-

tegic importance to the United States and the rest of this Hemisphere,

The region's geographic vulnerability is accentuated by its dependence

on imported petroleum and petroleum products to satisfy the energy

needs of industry, commerce, households and other vitel activities of the

society. Thus, the communities of the Caribbean Basin have been great-

ly impacted by the increases in the price of imported fossil fuels,

 

On the cther hand, the region is blessed year-long with large



?smounts of natural energies including solar, wind, ocean, biomass and in

Some areas gecthermal. It was the purpose of this project to develop

the scientitic end engineering capabilities of the universities and

Fesearch institutes of the Curibbean region. ?The project used a unique

institutional resource, the Association of Caribbean Universities and

Research Institutes (UNICA) to foster a cooperative research effort

aimed at increasing the capabilities of Caribbean institutions to assist in

the introduction of alternative energy solutions into the region.

The research workshop format has been used and @ network of

Scientists and engineers working in energy was established to promote

cooperation, interchange of technical information and development of joint

Projects. Two workshops were carried out on the most promising energy

alternarives the first was on wind onergy in Barbados on December 6-9,

1981; the second on tropical biomass. held in Puerto Rico on April 28-29.

1982, Im eae: of the workshops list of neecs and prioritics in

education and training, reseur

 

 

hh on develooment, end demonstvation

Projects war worked out us is repor'ed in Appendices D and ¥. Psocecx

?dings of both workshops are in preoaration for publication.
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In addition to the presentation of workshops, efforts to collect basic

energy data on Caribbean Basin countries in order to perform system

analysis of appropriate energy alternstives were started and reported.

?The project went beyond the scope originally contemplated. It has

stimulated technological interchange between eduestors and scientists in

the region who were unknown to one another before. It received sup-

Port from the Coribbean Development Bonk which sponsored the parti-

ciation of government technical plenners in the workshop. In addition,

@ two-week training: section on solar energy was sponsored by the Vene.

zuelan government. Other activities generated by the project are

discussed elsewhere in this report.

 

 

A third workshop--on solar energy--is being planned for early 1983

and # proposal being prepared to solicit funds to carry it out.

 



?The project wos conceived by the Selence end Technology Commis:

sion of UNICA and the workshops were organized under the leadership

of the Center for Energy and Environment Research (CER) of the

University of Puerto Rico, in cooperation with the University of Miami

fand the University of the West Indies, The UNICA staff also collabo-

rated at ali times with the organizers.

The ensuing substentive report und appendices summarize the major

activities cnd accomplishments of the project

PROJECT REPORT

General

?The project to Develop Alternative Energy Science arc Engineering

in the Caribbean represents the first indispensable step toware a major

coordinated program of technology transfer snd adeptation to be under

taken as a cooperative effort by the universities ond research institutes
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of the region. Funding by the National Science Foundation allowed the

planning, organizing, carrying out and reporting of two workshops~one

?on wind ond the other on biomass--covering various aspects of the alter

native energy problem. The Exxon Edueationel Foundation, through the

UNICA Feundation:, also contributed in this part of the project.

Later phases of the project involve the completion of research plans

?8nd proposals resulting from the workshops and cata gathering in the

region, the preparation of education and manpower training plans, and

the compiletion of reports on the alternative energy data base and orge

nization established. A proposal to fund the next phese, which includes

solar energy workshop in 1863, is being prepured.

Fublientions

?The project hs produced two technical papers

 

() "The Energy Alternetives for the Caribbean? by J.A.

Bonnet, Iv.. presented at a Workshop on Wind os an Energy



Alternative for the Caribbean, Bridgetown, Barbados, December

7, 1981;

(2) ?Alternotive Energy in the Caribbean? by H.P.

Morrenstien, presented at the First Pan American Congress on

Energy, Sun Juan, Puerto Rico, August 3, 1982.

Dr. Bonnet is the Chairman of the Science and Technology Com-

mission of UNICA and Principal Investigator of this project and

Dr. Harrenstien is the Co-principal Investigator.

The first paper, » copy of which is included as Appendix A to

this report, discusses the energy situation in the Caribboen and out

lines efforts unaerwey to develop renewable energy alternatives in the

region, This work is based on the author's experience in the region

fend on information received from UNICA contact persons.
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The second paper, attached es Appendix B, gives further details

about the planning und implementation of the project.

 



Project Application Potential

This project Jocused its efforts on the island communities of the

Caribbeer. Bosin. The isionds have wver eighteen (18) aillion inhabi-

tants in 42,213 square miles. It is estimated that 37,950,000 Bbls. of ol

Per year are imported by these islands. Table I summarizes geographic,

Cemographic and otier data on the Caribbean region.

A list of renctioble energy techuologies which are deemed technolo

Slenlly suitable for the Caribbesn, in rank order of estimated commercial

readiness, is as follows:

Solar hot

Co-generat

  

Liydroclectvie

im

2

8

4. Electiicity from solid waste



5. Small wind awehines

6. Large wind machines

7. Blectricity from bagasse

Soler ponds

8. Photovoltetes

10, Ocean thermal energy conversion

11. Geothernal eneryy conversion

12. Other

Harrenstien (Appendix B) computed the velue of contribution in

Bois. of ofl saved per yeur for cach alternative energy technology at

{the ?end of full commercinlization by the year 2000. This is presented

in Table it, whore it can be observed thot the combined contribution

from the sources listed totats 154,250,000 Bbls. of cil saved por your,

Consequently, the region could theoretically become energy self
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SuMfcient, as far es electrical generation is concerned, A plan of

action orc preparediess to move toward that goal are needed,

From Table UII we con observe that wind and biomass (bagasse)

show significant promise for aking tejor contributions in the Immediate

fowre, Recognising this condition the UNICA Commission on Science

and Rechnology selected these two energy sources for the. fret two

Merkshops. In ondey to implement the project this Commission, re

Saabtet trom the universities and research institutes which are mecbecs

Of UNICA te arpcint official contact persons knowledgesbie tn energy

TLS Mite oule psovide information on the energy state of affaiee vy

heir respective Ssiands, pasticipate in workshops, and serve ae focus

te initiote educational ana vese

 

 

?) cetivities in thelr institutions.

Avpendix C inchuces the naies ene addresses of UNICA Commiseins on

Science and Technology and contact persons.

A uestionneire was circulated to all UNICA contact persons and

tho JoUGE EP metlees sent {0 assurw maximum response. Only five of

(ro 18 contuct persons answered the questionnsire. ?The others cleaned

fhe inforration about thety islands was not resdlly available to them.



This fest experience reflected the reality of lack of information about

LorRY ic renewable energy matters in the Caribbean. After a search

4© fenera) und specialized Hbraries and other information centers wo the

Caribbean, it was found that the best dato were a

Rea Development Bank in Rerbades, the Island Resources Founderen

Rasen em Islends and the Center for Energy and Environment

Research in Puerto Rice. ?Table 111 summarizes the energy projects in

ihe Caribbean region. Winé and biomass projects encompres tna major

Ctiorts being pursued, which confirms our previous observetion or the

Importance of these two renewable energy sources for she region,

 

 

 

 

 

The paper by Dr. Bonnet (Appendix. A) was presented at the wing

Horkshop in Barbados to the UNICA contect persone. who wese req

fed to review it carefully and give thelr comments und suggestions,

Only the representatives from Guyana, the Netherlands Antilles see the
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Caribbean Development Bank submitted comments; these were incorpo

fee in the finol version of the paper. The other contact persons

merely steted that the paper reflected the current state of affairs in

their islands.

?The papers by Bonnet (Appendix A) and Harrenstien (Appendix

B) present the most up to date general deseription of renowable alter

native energy projects and potential in the Caribbean region and in this

sense constitute major contributions of this project.

 

Workshop Summar

 

1. Wind as on Energy Alterna



for the Caribbean Worksho;

oF the Caribbean Workshop

 

The first UNICA workshop was carried out in Bridgetown,

Barbados on Docember 6-8, 1961. Some 50 persons participated. ?The

workshop program is included in Appundix D.

The first part of the workshop consisted of background papers on

wind energy. Especially significant was the participation of Dr. 1.8.

Anderson, President of the USA Wind Energy Association, an organi,

?on which has n Kees interest in the Caribbean. Following the general

Presentations, the portieipants were divided in threc workshop groups

covering the following subjects:

 

 

@) Eduction and Troining Needs

(2) Research and Development Needs

(8) Demonstration Noes

Each of the workshop session groups produced @ report which is



enclosed in Appendix D.

Mt As interesting to notice that the recommendations have similar-

ites end that they focus on information needs and lack of human re~

Sources. A generalization und prioritization follows:

(2) A resource assessment of human and institutional capabi-
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ties, win resources, and demonstration projects in the region

is needed.

(2) After the first recommendation is implemented detailed

action plans and proposals to implement the other workshop

recommendations are needed.

(3) Sources of funding to continue this project ond to imple~

ent the most important recommendations should be sought.



Che grou

 

feels that if the xbove recommendations are imple-

mented the scientific and engineering capebitities of the universities

ong rvscureh institutes in the segion will be greatly enhenced and

strengthened ir wind as an apprepriote energy source for the Carib

bec region.

 

Appendix L includes the eveluation of the workshop made by

the perticipants.

 

oP on Biomass

 

rgy_Alternotive for the

Carivbean

The second workshop for UNICA contact persons was held



ir San Juan, Pucrty Rico op April 28-29, 1982, The program of this

workshop is enclosed in Appendix E. It is significant that the same

UNICA contect persons who attended the wind workshop were also

able to atten this workshop. The Waison initiated among UNICA

contact persons facilitoted the establishment of direct contact

between some of the UNICA member institution

 

?This workshop was carried out immediately following the

Seminar on Fuels and Feedstocks for Tropical Blomess ' held in Sen

Juan, Puerto Rico on April 26-27, 1982. Many of the UNICA contact

Persons were olso able to attend this seminar, which provided them

with more thorough knowledge of biomass as an energy resource.
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?The biomass workshops indicated that the group feels thet:

(@) Research, development and demonstration projects in bio-

?ass 8 on energy source must be established in the Caribbean



region. Funcing to carry out such projects is critically

needed.

 

(©) Provision of training and education on Caribbean tropical

biomass is ¢ must.

(8) UNICA should increas» its information dissemination and

technology transfer activities in the region.

() ?The rele of the UNICA Foundation to secure funds to

implement the recormendations of workshops is very important.

The Cat

 

bean agricultural programs, especially in sugar cane

ang other food ereps, are undergoing great eccnonic stress. The

Hossibllity of c reorientation to biomess for energy and food com-

bined is en slternutive that must be pursued immediately. This is

one of the nisin reasons for recommendation number one. The group

feels thet the only reason this energy alternative is not being

Geveloped faster is lack of funding. The reports of the group



sessions are enclosed in Appendix F.

 

The evotw

 

tion of this workshop indicated that it wes even more

successiul than the previous one. From the experience and recom

mendations mace efter the first (wind) workshop, changes in onga-

nization ond strategies were made. The evaluation is enclosed in

Appendix Fe
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CONCLUSION

It fs clear thot the Caribbean region is richly endowed with

Fenewsble alternetive energy suurces which could provide energy

self-su?ficieney to the region in the decades ahead. Two of the main

Sources--wind and biomass--have boen studied and analyzed. Curib-

bean universities and research institutes should help in the devel~



opment snd utilization of these two energy sources. This is a

Pioneering effort occurring at @ historical moment when there is a

renewed interest in the "rediscovery" of the Caribbean region. ?This

Tepert should be useful to all funding and development agencies

bich ave Beconiing aware of the region and willing to do something

helpful based or solid ground. This effort is a very healthy seed,

bet us hope thut somebody will water and nurture it for the benefit

of the Caribbea ommunity,

 

 

It fs also clear to the cuthors of this report and to the

Pavticipusts that at this stage a much more detailed resources

assessment is reeded before a realistic plan for education and

?raining and vescarch and development can be formulated. in this

Fespect the activities and accomplishments of this project represent

important steps in the right direction.
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CARIBBEAN DEMOGRAPHIC DATA



TABLE 1.
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ENERGY ALTERNATIVES FOR THE CARIBBEAN

By

Dr. Juan A. Bonnet, Jr.

ABSTRACT

Since all of the Caribbean countries except Trinidad and Tobago

are petroleum importers, they have all been hurt by the dramatic

increases in the price of petroleum during the last decade. Croée

oil production has increased significantly in Latin America during the

last three years, and the governments of Mexico and Venezuela are

attempting to control oil sales in the Caribbean by offering incen-

tives for cnergy conservation ond the development of alternative

sources. International agencies such as the World Bank and? the

United States Agency for International Development are now working

with the Caribbean Development Bank and CARICOM to develop

alternative energy sources.

 

 

Many different energy sources ean be developed in the Region.

Soler energy has received the most attention, but its use is still



ited to crop drying, water purification, heating and distillation.

Hydropower is used extensively in Dominiea, Haiti and the Dominican

Republic, and has great potential in others. The use of sugarcane

and other fast-growing plants makes biomass a significant? alter

native. An experimental farm using the bioconversion of organic

wastes is being operated successfully in Puerto Rico. Geothermal

Power end ocean thermal energy conversion (OTEC) are two potential

?energy sources that are basic to Caribbean geography.

 

 

Historically speaking, wind is one of the oldest sources of

energy in the Caribbean,? and preliminary studies have shown, that

several Caribbean islands? could benefit greatly from this alternative.

However, four environmental factors (noise, radio, interference, ait

disturbance and unsightliness) have to be addressed before. wind

energy becomes more widely accepted. Finally, in view of the

perilous dependence on petroleum, conservation is per se also a

Potential energy transfer source.
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?UTFRIUSTTVES POR THE CARIBREAK

By Dr. Juan A. Bonnet, Jr.

 

good news fur the developing Countries fron Geneva at the

{obec Moveaber 1982. The Organtzerien of Ferroleun Exporting, Countriee

JORG) Jeprees to increase woria oll prices to {ead a bartels but we aise

Gecided to freeze this tasic price until Uecenier 1982, ?thus protecting

Poorer countries fron unexpected and unmanageable price increeses,

 

ety unless tong range steps are tohen soon, the OPEC action may not be

peneens AMY, 100 developing countries depend on oil to meet more thon 60

regent cf their energy needs. Must of then inport fourctitths oF ahere

GFT On Meauirenents. The price of cil, in ir flationadjusted: terms. he

Gyigiupled over the past decsue , and many analysts predict price inergercs

fo eres Fercent enwally. this heans thet the pour ?countries mow seesaieg

1go00 110" @ year for inporte of coula be peying $110 biTlion?s year By

 



   

 

119, Offset this economic drain, mary countries are turning to the most

woria, qavgilable alternstive supply.? Forty percent of the developiey

yorlels timber reserves mey Titerally go up in stoke ee households end sean?

Snaustry, Substitute firenoc for oil.? In a nurber of Cariboean couneriey

ielertation of wood resources is not in equilibrium wich regeneration rete

Yede and charcoe! meet e large part of heiti's encrgy requirements and, tera

pesser foarte, shose of ?countries ?with forest reserves, such as "Belives

Dominican Republic, Grenede, Guyans and St. Lucio.

   

 

    

 

Mnlle ?eveloping countries contain two-thirds of the world's population,

fhey account for only one-seventh of world eneray's production. he success

shat ceveloping countries achieve in reducing their dependence on saported

feet determine, in large measure, the degree of flexibility they wil



CINE t7 Managing their economies in the future.? Since the, Arab sil eobaree

PE 2P74> the debt of developing countries has more than quadrupled-to e455

Snare nGtUSiRg More of their income to? go for gebt service at continuovsly

increasing rates of interest.

 

he Morld Bank estimates that up to 30 percent of the developing world's

Perey amgtGs Could be eliminated around 1980 by maximizing conservation ef>

Coats GRd,by increasing eneray procuction from fuel sources such se oil) gees

Coals hydropower and ?renewables. Tt nas outlined ways, of reducing these

ESET fEGGS By 18 percent without secrificing economic growth during the

coming decage,

Dering, 1961 there has been an increase of discussion ebgut energy.2 In

poyenber 1981 south and north taiked about energy at the Canoe, Nerice Sumit

see eee ya afore, this tn August there were discussions about renewable eneray

AE Tie, Uptted Nations Conference on hw and Renewable Sources of tactay

seironta? {For months there have been discussions about @ World Sank prosesal

{0 fet up a Seperate eneroy affiliate within the Genk, but Up to now ne core

(On the other hand, according to the Interanerican Development Bank (1apB)

Crude oi) production is growing faster in Latin Anerica than in any other

Tegjon of the world. In its 1980 report on economic and social progress in

latin America, it stated that oi! ?production in Letin Anerica. Cupanded. by
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gy 20 Fervent end the region's «ure of th world wt) markedly rote from

rer yeeeent Im 1977 to 9.6 percent in 160. St year und, the tect ooh

OgtBUt of the region reached 2.222 bi: Hun Larrels (:375530,02/=), crceeds

Bee en ah, SUE 7H an LDion barrels (111,°1,106n°), on increase of 16k

Was ght panels (25,e86,7250") ver 7279. The? rete of grauth in preceetion

pa tee Monect since 1873, ang compares tavoretly with ?the £5" percent aor

Pease" yO 1879. | Conbined? production of Mexico and Venezuela accounted for

Mitten yeercent, SF the region's crude of! production from 1975 to 1900,

HAtough Venezuela's share Feil frum 83 percent. in 1878. to 3? percent eon

roreegheaice!s praducsion rose tram 18 percent of the region's ouspo'te $F

Seprten eee, Me Sere period. Concerning o17 exportation, "the single mse

the restgqivent during the past. five years hes been Merico?s contrioation to

Eby aresfan's increcsed sate of cruac te external markets,? the TAGS ropote

Hbig: gf Bhican of ?exports incroesea 118" percent in 1937, 99 percent at

Love, Av percent in 1979 and 55 percent. in 13:0 when they totaled seer 30

Tha een barrels. | Production alsc expanded in argentina, bravil, hase, Pers

soe Guatemala, but it ceciined in Bolivia, and Trinidad and Tobagor? te'veses

Reelae_ Production declines ay alos 8 percent ase result of conservation

Meesures enforced by the Government

  



     

    

 

 

    

 

 

fhe Mexican and Venezueten yovernnents are implenenting an important of]

eenent? for the Caribbean. The Hew York dines

the Caribbean is being rediscovered agatn.? The

000 barrels for each country. According to the

it of the value of the crude purchased

by She recipient country wilt be Financed by the ?Venesuelon fmtccteene toed



percang Central Bank of Hexico. The loan will be given for five years st aa

Peeseets Tate Of ,interest. If, nowever, noney is invested in develosment

End ene rabrererably in energy,? the loan? will be extended for twenty peers

and the rate of interest will be lowered to 2 percents

         

torialized recentl;

agreement covers up

   

20,

agreement, 2 sun equivelent to 20 ne

 

 

 

ane Horld Bank has also called for an internetionsl research progrem to

ccaneriect Broaden the use of renenable energy technologies in Beveloping



sorakg Tes ple Bank, in @ recent report, ?Mobilizing Renewable Enevay voche

pelegy in Oeveloping Countries: Strengthening Local Capabilities ed ker

SSarchse Particularly emphasizes the role of biomass ?in the developieg

Cones? Tenn ithoush in some countries up to $0 percent of energy concumpeion

Faprave om biomass. the report concludes that "present. research efforts te

paproye Pionass. productiow ere inadecuate to begin to realize the crommore

Posential of unis resource tor the longer term. A well designed snd enced

Rioness research program would inprove the productivity of conventions! hee

species thas. ars snes auRereane, cassava, and sweet. sorghum and identify

Sbeeegs that ere potentially wore productive. The research should be sare,

counesieit, (O"eSETY and agricultural? Taborstories ?Tocated ?in, developing

countries",

he second part of the World Bank proposal focuses on the development of

fechmologies: for the production of energy fron direct solar, wind, seatt

THLE iMG, Dionass ?resources. Gecsuse a great deal of research to: improve

Hiese technologies is already being dane in the developed and? in the nore

Teeanegd _seveloping countries, the program would ?be directed at ascistins

THEE, evelopes countries: (LOCs) to ?assess and adapt new technologive fee

EReIZ, own national programs. The aim of such an international: program woutd

be to develop reliable cata on ?renewable energy  technolouy ?performace?
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uate enperiences in different countries » & adcption of the tech.

nologies, end nske global assecsrents of fut cechmolegical developrents

end their ieplicetions for deveioping ccuntries,

 

 

he Latin iartca Flan for Action far the United Katious Corference ex New

gna Henengple Sources of ergy recovwnced thot pricrisy oe given 0 the

Feltowings® ° ?

 

1. egionel Baste Suoport

 

@. energy planning

b. inforietion ang disseninstion

c. training

2, Integrel Regions? Development

- hydroelectric



+ firewood and charcoal

Viguia fue? product ion

solr energy

vegetable. res

      

THE canst

 

EAN REGION

In the Carfbbeen region the crude petroleum and refined products share of

tote] merchandise inports increesee from less then 9 percent in 19/1 to ebout.

2 percent in 1980. Petroleum imports to the Region increased during

1972-77 from $180 million to $620 million in 1980, since all Caribbean

Countries with the exception of Trinidad-Tobago are net importers of energy.

?The Caribbean nations share several energy characteristics:

1) the subcritical size of most national energy systems precludes a choice

of solutions;

2) there ere no organizes markets for indigenous fuels:



3) Indigenous fuels have not been able to replace the use of imported

petroleur

 

4) commercially exploitable indigenous resources are limited;

5) there is @ shortage of trained personne) to carry out energy assess-

ments and develop alternative energy prograns;

6) national governnents resist considering regional cooperative efforts

a the best way to approach energy problems.

In the Caribbean, a large amount of imported petroleum is used by the

Glectric utility companies which have peak capacities that range from less

than ten megawatts to several hundred megawatts. (See Table 1 and Figures IA
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and 18). Tie comercial sector demands for electric energy in the smaller

islands ere frequently dominated by the services industries (tourism and

ccomerce), in sose cases accounting For up to £0 percent of ail the electric



Gl gnersy consuned in a country. Residential electric energy consumption

accounts for epyroxinately 20 percent,

 

  

   

To solve the energy probiens in the Caribbean Region the first fact that.

must be recognized is that there ere lerge arcunts of natural energy in the

area which are not utilized. This situstion arises from conmon geagraph ical

ant ecolceical circumstances. The patential for renewable energy is only row

Being recogn countries are explorind the poss iai-

e '3 by the Ragion, ands

Hitles for non-onventiona) sources through research and denonstration.

 

       

 

A consultent for che United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) conclu

ded recentiy that hyaro, geothermal, solar and charcoal alternatives should



be developee with priority in the Caritbean. this. recomendetion ggner ally

agrees with the report Energy Resources in the CDCC menber countries.

The Action Plan for the Caribbean Enviro

 

rent Programme? calls for:

Aj Atsessnent of major sources of nan-conventional energy and their po=

tentials for utilization.

 

2) Menagenen: will involve:

8) Cooperasicn and technical assistance in the application of eneray

accounting systens wntch may be used as the basis For the formula

tion and inpleventation of sound national energy policies and pro-

gremes.,

>) Reinforcement of regional and subregional integrated non-conventio-

fal energy activities with the objective of a fuller exchange and

dissemination of all available information and provision of train:

ing opportunities.



?) Development of @ cooperative programe for the implementation of

appropriate technologies and ?practices for waste disposal with

Special attention to recycling, energy generation and the special

problens of the smaller islands.

 

The sources that are considered in the Action Plan are geothermal, solar,

ocean thermal energy conversion, hydropower, biomass, bioconversion and wind.

It is important to mention that the United States Agency for International

Development? (USAID), with the Caribtean Cevelopment Benk (CD3) and CARICOM,

28 implementing agencies. is financing since 1979 a $7.6 million grant for

energy development, including eneray planning, essessuent, design, testing

and dissemination of alternative eneray technologies. Based on the? achieve-

ments of this exercise, feasibility studies will be prepared in support of

further financial assistance fron regional, multilateral, bilateral and

extraregional sources. USAIO is in the process of formulating additional

assistance projects totalling ebout $20 million for similar activities in the

Dominican Republic, Guyana and Jenaica and for a follow-up project for the

Caribbean region as a whole. Already a USAID loan of $7.5 million has been
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help Janaice establish a» energy progres. The goal of the



rengthen the island nation's ebii?ty to develop and carry out

erbang energy censervaticn programs and develop alternetive

     

Kotwithstanging these positive situs of interest and action on aspects of

ihe Caribbean ?enercy question, it nay be observed thet President? Resald

Reagan's Ceribbean Gasin Initiative proposel did not made Significant mention

Giaenerses even though Puerto Rico has proposed that the Center for Energy

wert Peseivch of the University of Puerte Pico becone the Research

rent certer on energy in the Caribbean, CEER's twenty five year

9 of dealing with energy = the last five specifically on alterna

pret md renewable energies = are a voluable platforu fron which wany prow

Dlens ay be iencified and solved. fn encouraging sign? may be yecent

itgications of owareness thet the CBI will sake Sppact. upon exizting eneray

GRE Patterns witnin the Cariltcen. This nay leed to increasing awareness oF

Phe eed to confront the energy quest'cn, non-renewable but more importantly

renewable, in the Ceribbean nore comprehensively,

 

 

      



 

 

 

 

 

Geothermal Power

?The entire Caribbean Region is par: of the Cerfbbean Tectonic Piate which

Occupies most of the Venezuela and Colombia basins and moves east

Aeletive to both the North fuerice Plate on its northern edge, and the Sosth

ate on the south (See Figures 2). The entire area appears to have

been extensively intruded by large bacies ?of basaltic magma wnich developed

Ger within the rantle of tre Eerth and moved upward. Active volcenism around

the marcins of tne sea and constant seismic disturbance result. in continous

Feadjustnents of the crust.

 

      



 

Regions of geothermal reservoirs are generally located along the margins

Of taJor crustel or tectonic plates; the Lesser Antilles is recognized as one

of these zones. A trenendous waste of energy in these areas cones fram voles

nic eruptions, with large emounts of hot (700°C to 1300°C) magma from the

mantle being expelled through the crust (See figure 3).

Uolgangs exist in the Lesser Antilles. Martinique has the presently

imactive Mont Pelee. In Guadaloupe a vein of steam connecting mith Lo

Souftriere volcano has been tapped by érilling at Gouviliance off the west

Serst, This drilling has been capped and, because the pressure 4¢ sufficiest

fo ,cverete a geothermal electricity generating station, the necessary plant

and equipnent has been ordered, Reports of potential Geothermal energy ree

gources in Dominica, Montserrat, St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Dominican Repuplicy

Grenade, Haiti and Jamaica have been published. St, Lucie is already. plan

ming to develop its thermal source of power at Souffriere with 1 to § Reger

watt units. In 1969, @ United Nations? study was done in Dominica where the

Gxtensive surface manifestations make the geothermal potential quite

apparent. in regard to Haiti and Grenada it will be necessery to determine

ERE Origin of the hot springs to learn whether they are geochemical or Geos

{femme} before any exploratory ¢rilling Can be attempted, A fe-cibit ity, stacy

GF geothermal potential is currently underway for generation of electricity

jn the Dominican Republic.

Geothermal energy has some environnental disadvantages because gases such
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?de ?ana traces of hydrogen sulp! ide are capable of polluting

sphere. However, this problen can be tanisized with the appropriate

e 20d resources. It is wrth enphasizing that as of tocay, few

Sones heel wade at the utilization of geothermal energy for poner

salt iudOr efforts have been nade in the state of Californias New

Mer ic and Contra) hnerica.

       

  

 

 

     

am alternative scurce of energy has received the greatest

cent tines, Essencially all our energy, encept nucteer and

segrhermel, is Gerived directiy or indirectly from ?the sun. ?The sole



peargtion i the Cariobean Region is of the order of two thousand kilosuee

Hours per, sduare acter per year. Average air teuperature varies fron ohete

Jerr ah February to ?3°F in Sepceiber. ?Rearly? fifteen ?tine sore eoaut

EeGtation reaches the eerth's surfaces than the total consumption of comene

TOMneray. Presently, solar energy is used on a very limited scale ie the

Geriobean for crop drying, mater purivication, heating and Wistiliation fs

Se)ae aetilis have been buiTt by & fcreten research institutes: one do Haley

ane one. jon St. Vincent tn the eastern Caribocan. ?These Stille have ova

Hy provic te snail rural communities. Solar

nutags in Grenada, chili peppers in

The application of solar energy for

qeeertitating Hes reached satisfactory levels of development in Jaraiee,

Barbados enc Puerto Ricos

 

       

 

    

Survey undertaken in January 1982 by CEER, in conjunction with the

Puerto Rico Department of Labor and Hunan Resources, Indicated thet there

mere ?approximately 18,000 residential hot water heaters in use, the devels

PEEL OF Solar Industrial steam generators and solar air conditioner units



(self, being, pursued by the Center for Energy and ?Enviroment Researee

SCEER) of the University of Puerto Rico. A 1,100 square meter selor einteper

Gitioned factory in Canovanes, Puerto Rico, and a new 400 square meter soir

Er URdittoned Post Office in Guayana, Puerto Rico, are examples of comers

Gait, stellations. In Lagos det Norte, 2 203-apartnent condosiniom ?ger foa

PeyagqPuerte Rico, 3860sq.Ft. of solar collectors were Instaried, with & 2500

g2lion hot water tank to supply the needs of more than 1000 residents of the

building.

  

In 1981 2 detailed design for 2 solar energy system to provide 210°F hot

werer a, the Nestle-Libby ?food processing plant at Sente Isabel, PcR. wos

completed,

focgmith an active area of §0,400sa.ft. Detaijea system simulation studies

predicted the soler array would provide 10°eTu/year to three ditforcee

processes including pasteurization, sanitation and boiler preheat, thes

sepresenting en annual saving of epproxinately 102,000 gallons of ¥6 fost

oil,

 

GReerator designed to use hot water to reclaim refrigerant: te sustois

 

�
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echvelogy, have been built, sive promise of great. eure

?minicen Republic eng on the Carthhean island of Arguitla

ore oF Fetural salt-gradient pone: ere presently being cansie

iar energy? storages

   

   

     

a] Sarbecos sessive solar designs tave been used. An examle 1s the Teche

Fenn eeY, Unit Cau) suivaing: of the Caribbean? Gevelopment dani (COs

Specht BRIS ptseive syste tem prearess.  hlso e solar eft conditioning

 

  

si8lles and $2 being tested in the new Barbados Goverment

and ?the vatin frericen Organtzstion. for steray

owing the design and fabrication of 8 seler syst

Vata total cost uf $5.2 militun.

 

          



 

ie, largest solar hot water systen in the Ceridbean opened in September

setatette Cornwell Regionel Hospital in doneice. The project wor seonemed

by the Citizens Energy Corporet ion.

 

The Caribbean hes etuost everything tn its favor to make solar industrial

SREVSY a success. It has en outstanding availability of eirect, (comeneee

Pentel sunshine: an increasing wei i-docurented insolation dete base te ferreo

8 Meray costes @ ievge established tourist industry which reesiee

RETERSINE et concizionines e wel? estsatisned petrochemical Yndustry ia auch

Aglenes a Trinidad, Curstoc, the Virgin Istends end Puerto Rice. Sf ene

WETS Se try out @ new idee, cine cries it either in the most favorable scone

IC emvironrent, or et the location whore one hes the greatest contrcl eror

{EE Oeeration. ?The fabrication o° inexpensive collectors by unskilled loser

Se wood F hot water heaters are already being fabricated In

Gety ef the islands. In Fuerto Rico, ¢ flexiglass solar concentrator collec

Ser for air conditicning systens nas been developed and is being faoricated:

 

           



         

  

       

    

MLAS W VET personal belief thet if industrial solar energy {s not

SFuoR CaN viable in the Caribbean, 1t probably will not be vieble anywhere

else in the worle,

Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (GTEC

As a potential source for comercial supplies of electrical eneray, ocean

Spermal enersy conversion (OTEC) offers a viable answer. ?It could Sotome cee

EA NOSE economical sources of ?energy yet conceived end is. sbundantly

SHEE Te as, wotentian source ?of ?power for genereting electricity, any

Eherme] (including guif currents) epgrey potential of the Caribbean $6 estie

ated at 182 billion Kwir per year.

 

Strong ocean surface currents pass through the Caribbean Sea from the

Atlantic and continue with increasing speed through the Yucatan channel the

Tei current flows at an average velocity of about one mile per hours Alece

renpergture gradients between the ocean surfaces and 1000 meter ?depths are

ore than 22°C (40°F). Great sources of untapped energy exist In these



GUTEMEE and tenperarure gradients. The meximun depth of the Caribbean? Ses

45,0,180 meters about 160 Kilometer south of Puerto Rico in the trerese

Trovah. However depths of 1000 meters are encountered two kiloneters vemos

GFE Srogtento Rico.? CEER hes been actively working on the development of an

SHES, crosect on the southeast coast of Puerto Rico. Its. floating. platfons

Vaboratory ?has run longer, continuously, than ?any other simian dee
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SNE Shien ML the morta at probably the best site for this purpose in

Him diter States,? ?eraica is planning ar Gil" demnstration progect In

uncfiun With, the governments of Svefyn, Norway and Finland ?thoogh ¢

82 Estebliched for the purpose.? "The suverrment of Hollend has

prcresed ¢ cenorstracion project for Curacup where @ depth OF 5.000 meters

sapere fFached only 1,500 neters offshore. Guadeloupe and. St. trotx hove

gage preliminary evaluations of their OTEC potential and Barbados of the nove

on its east coast.

 



       

   

 

  

fearapower is important in Dominica, Haiti and the Doninicen Reputlic.

fyercomer susplies 90 percent cf power generation in Dominica wd 27 cerecuk

Surin Wanimican Repudite. It could elso play st important role in ajanor

armen and Jebaice. In Giyena, fydro.potertial cf trom 71000 te 7 000 ene!

masts ras been identified, and in Surinam a hycropomer potentist of seed

Regents exists. Belize Is interestec in mini hydro projects, A Colesbie

 

    

Sree ey etm AE Providing technical assistance tp haiti and Oominiaa ta

orier to develop small-scale nydrociec=ric resources. 0 1 Centro Ie Garioty

Myseolembia has develoved some mini hyéro technologies sustasle fer eke

Biomass

 



 

Frotdly defined, bioness consists of terrestrial and aquatic vegetation

and its resicves anc wastes, including aninel wastes. Bionass is esseritiel iy

evable and indirect form of solar energy ~ sunlight powering the chemi.

ca reaction which converts Cop and water into solid green water and oxyeens

 

 

The sub-tropical climate of the Caribbean is ideal for bioness end has

been recognized for its abundance in producing a mejor form of biomes ia the

Past, i.e., sugar cane.

Sysercane is crown in many of the Caribbean countries and in large quan

sities in Barbados, Cuba, Oo inican Republicy Guyana, Haitty Janateas Possto

BrcOn St. Kitts-Nevis, Anguila, Trinidad end Tobago, Sugar factories in Keres

ane gle te satisfy ait their energy requirenents from bagasse and in Borba

fos, 20 percent of their energy requirenents, Considerable use is mace of

bagasse a8 fuel for susarmills. in Guyana, Puerto Ricoy denice end ther

Sfintrjes. Firewood, chercoal and bagasse provide an estinated 90 percent of

all prinary energy cuppiies in Heith,



The eneray content of dry bagasse is about 5.15 kilowatt hour per kilo-

Bre: gn Extensive prosran of more than $1.60 million for the developrest of

re EEE O9G tropical grasses for energy use has been going on since 19)8 ot

the EER in cooperetion with the Agricultural Experimental Station, Im thee

Program the alternative use of sugarcane to produce both bagasse and the

Gyrufacturing of molasses and alcohol hes been pursued; also the optinteation

$f tropical grasses for biomass production has been studied, ?A Short sat OF

TRUM" biowass (62 moisture) contains about 15 million BU of enerus

This iS the equivalent of two 42 gallon barrels of residual fuel ofl. 4

deed ye eg eaMt atoUnE of sugar and high test molasses are also? pron

Guced. It has been estimated by CEER scientists that 70,000 acres planves tn

energy cane would produce yields roughly doubling present ?suger productions
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eliminete

rolass

 

rely Fuerto Rican run industrs': ?Ui deyendence on imported

» Md reduce Puerte Rico's potroleun inports ty 72.

 



  

© about $1,000 to

ues in excess of

bor and other

Puerto ?Rico and

 

Stueies currensly sugsest that costs vould appr:

SE:10C per acre ang yield Fiber end molasses produ

$3,000 per vere, In sunjin spite of Infletion and Tish

Costs, It is possible ax? presen, te plant enerey cane i

Produce ft et less than $2.00 per ail lion STU.

    

 

   

        

 

te Rico is geographically ané historte



Positionwd to enbark or 2 bi

  

 

 

iy typically Caribbean and

SS energy tnoustry, Located roughly 12°

port Tetitudc, its tropics! clinete cau sustain plant growth on @ yesr-round

Basis. leuperatures rarely érup beiow GO"F. there are literally thousands

Gf Plank Species, both woody and herseceous that ere capeble of utilising

EMS clinste for continuous growth processes. Approximately 80t of the tard

fase fs humid", ine.) it receives abundant rainfall, while irrigation 1s

Nett Seveloped in the remsinine arid regions. There are six distinct ecolor

    

  

   

 

 



 

gicel Tife zones. The lands therselves offer varied selection for both ree

Sgarch and commercial development. Of Fusrto Rican sotis there are 9 Orders,

27 Sgtorders, 27 Great Grosps, 54 Families, ene 163 Series. It thus repre:

   

nearly BIT the Caribtzar in al) vts veriety.

 

 

ioconvers fon

Biogas is produced when organic wastes, manure, vegetable ratter or human

wste are decomposed by cacterie! accion in anaerobe conditions wera

those found in an airtight digester. ?The Dioges produced hes 2 comosition of

approxtnately 58 to 65 percent methane (Cha) 35 to 45 percent carbon digricg

(f0.). and traces of oxygen, nitroaen and*nydrogen sulphice. It ts comusts

11k with a calorific value of 20,000 to 26,000 Filo Joules. per cubic meter

grs if can be used tor cooking, heating and'refrigeration, Once the gue eet

duction has ceased in the digester, the residue forns an excellent fertilioer

sich can be used to grow elgae and the liquie can be extracted for trrioe

tion.



 

  

412200 pig farm is being operated successfully by private enterprise in

{he south of Puerto Rico, AIT of the electricity at the farm cones fron lecal

?biogas production, end aiso algae 1s groxn as a feed supplenent far the piss,

2.5 cubic meters of biogas per day, roughly equivalent {0 one-third ?of ¢

gelton of gasoline. It has been estimeted thet waste from one thousand

Poultry broilers will be cepable of producing about 10 cubic meters of

Getnane per dey, eneray equivalent to one hundred kilowatt hours per dey, If

one, issumes 30 million broilers, the energy potential equivalent to the

methane produced will be 3 million ?kilonatt hours per day.

Jamaica currently has one unit generating methane from animal wastes and

has equested $3.75 million from kuwait and Iran for 2 biogas demonstration

unit. Barbados has set up three biogas digesters. Puerto Rico is preparing an

energy- integrated farm on the semi-arid South Coast. The farm has s current

Toae Me Mens of 400 registered Holsteins, to be increased to 500 heed curing

2982. The farm's 1982 average power demand will be about 1 ,680Kwi/day., an

24.6 tons of raw manure will be produced daily. The proposed? energy integrs

tion system has two functions: (a) to produce green feed, electricity, ved
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Piyfeee surstitutes: fron manure, cna (b) to establish a weste

System In conolience witk Puerto Rice't environmental quality

she erevosed eneryy-integration corplex consists of eight Sub

These include corgonents tor ran rotion ang blending, @

es gencratien 3 mn subsystem, a solids de-

and Grying subsystery and. subs Yr wastewater cleaning and

jing A foritoring subsystem 45 included. to ?assure ?comel sanee? woth

n From 30 to £0 percent of dairy feed requirements

1 ie provided by the integrated

Corporation has instelied 2 3.5

distillery residue

   

   

  

  

  



  

       

     

  

 

 

  

 

th

        

Surping them in?

Pisposel of municipal wastes becomes an increasingly serfous problen

coumerige ng Year Because of continuing urbenization ef Caritpesn

Conte tae sion tip 2%; be Possible for municipal waste to make a substareier

She Tater to Bicone iMg_ boLN the every and waste problens. by ?convertiog

has beeett ,ta biogas for energy use. San Juan, the Capital of Pusste Reet

BRE, deem Investigeting the methane covential Of its present lend aeseicel



    

iting

The mortheeet trade winds prevail over the Caritbean sea. The winds blow

mess Stentis fron the east cr northeast nore than 70 percent of ?the tim ot

THR, elogities of about 10 mites rer nour. because of this favoracie cendse

fant? of fyartyiONBts wind power veneracor was instelied by the U.S. Dessets

Senne hae eG UUE) gf, the island cf Culebra is Puerto Rico. this. eneray

Teenie, MS procuced 584,980kwir of energy fron 1S76 to 1981, dermite sey,

Eine, 20 improve blade performance and despite the occurence ?ef s? Ion

So ASzg TRE Provect 1s being continued. A salient Finding hee, hovever, eon

POE, GEES, 2 tevelve the comunity in such projects. In Calebré, staneagheate

Fealdents favored wind energy as an alternative, their percostion wf there

Tron" and ava Performance was largely negative, due to lack of perticieas

ton and preparation.

   

   

  

 

 



Several of the Ceribbean Islands show orest suitability for the utiTiza-

2b source"ocemergy- The Caribbean has had long experience in using wind os

toe OT eneray.  Boets have been powered by wind fore tong risen pies

seen {reduction of machinery for crushing sugarcane. small factories oer

Sragitt or clevated land in order to use: the available wind for eivins

TERS to crush the cane. This is true for Jaraica, Antiqua, Poorty wed

mtedse TregoSs, in Antique the Rockfeller Foundotion has Tinented & 16 tvorase

rrigeaeg Smeaton. Also 2 proposal for two pilot wind generators (56 een abe

Eiuowatt) | has been sent to the United Nations Interiny Fund, The sortodee

paged Caribbean Meteorological Institute ts en active participant in collat=

i2g,,informetion about wind speeds in the Caribbean Region, "Awind Solnate

Rerporarion TY PAS been instalted in Puerto Rico by the Future Energy RES

?orporation.

 

Fecause of its importance, some convents about the environmental effects

Cf mindaitls are significant." the impact of wind turbines On the cavieteees

can be generally classified in four main areas

 

n
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laryé wind turbine generators is

effect, About 1 percent of the

sises the noise level

ita twigg the noise

ersection.!® Reducing

?solves the propien, ust? therefore be

andere: of scceptebie nvise ievels for these eaviron=

?auete conputer programs to predict the

uvhine generetors,

  

  

 

 

   

Fotur speed erp.

mace to des ine

ents and. then

   



   

 

wy

      

3)

  

 

effects. Tne rotation of wind turoine blade

ency which vey interfere with TV receptions

Tnere are verious solutions 2 tnis protien, depending upon the local

Ice_and reduction ¢f wind power in nearby private propes

nce OF'5 wind ture ine

Wing Tow pettern fs elerea ty thr pre?

Rechine. AZ optimum cpereting condition of the turbine the effect

fle as fer as, rs Cf the wachine rotor, causing &



. te the blades, For a 400%t. aver

G be felt fore distance of A500"

ne turoine,

    

 

     

 

   

  

   

  

 

 

jectionable sight

   

15 of wind turbine appear to be insignificant when



SEaRareS REE other? energy sources. Consecuencly, orgy than 100. United

Ststes electric utilities ere considering wind projects.*? Southern Celts

fornia Edison is already testing wind machines in the Son Gorgonio Pass and

hes Sioned eereements to purcnase as mich as 85 megawatts from 50 wind ture

Pings. | Hawait hes ?signed a contract with Wind Farms, Ine. to instell 20

SSE et i? turbines. on Oahu "by" 1035." Kina Forms, Inc. hos persuade

pacific Gas & Electric Co. to buy as mich as 350 megawatts of wind "power

sasnitnree 2:5 Megenatt wind turbines (HC0-2) ere ggereting et Goodnoe Hille,

Heshington for the Bonneville Power hdmnistretion?® with turbine blades 400

feet long towers 200 feet tall; and the blaces rotating at 17 srpm in Gere

?pany MAN is engineering and constragting a Growian (grosse wind. energien

Vege) 3 megawatt wind energy machine.

 

 

 

 

Mind appears as one of the most promising enersy alternatives for the

Geribbean Region. Coastal winds could be of significance for mecting. local

energy demands and thereby reducing investment requirenents for transtiss ion

and transport of electricity and fuels.



coNCLUSTONS

This paper briefly discussed the renewable energy technologies, geother-

mals solars OTEC, hydro, biomass, bioconversion snd wind which Reve? the larg.

est potential for the Caritbean Region. Bur let ?us not forget that asp

activity of man causes sone kind of inpact on the surroundings, ?The aim id

developing renewable energy technologies is to look for socially desireblen

economically viable and ecologically prudent. nen-made production aystens?

paredignaticatly inspired by the ecosysten concept, and cepable of yointly
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Sucplying hvan necessities. Enviroment ep this perspective as a

resource petentiel to be harnessed besis and, as such as

Bossitle, dn en ecologically lenten vot covelopimnt ?appre ath for

Fengnggle egies urtltzction including wird power is more sults

ables?

Coribacan reneweble eneroies ceveloenent and 1s ere summarized fn

Tetle 2 lt is irpurtant th: these retewable energies be exenined ?othe

  

 

 

  

iy: Vquid trensport fuels, cens

vy en nest, These ere oul iteo fn

melegics and Arplications*, pre~

4 and Penewable Sources of



technologies, minihycro, sea! Tescale

© end svatlable for? rapie groli-

   

tent & Fores of ?ene

 

  

 

Urited Hetions

new ond rénewe.Te trere

seler and bicwethenation are elrescy, fess

feration in 3 ode. ?They cen al] be used in the Caribbean

Resion. Table 4 present denonstravion projects in revnable

ea'Gs epetht Caribbean Regier. More deteils cf sone of thesg projects re

given in Energy Rescurt enber countries report.© ?Large scale

Fycro, geothermal and, + ocean power will continue to play

ir; i Centralized neworis which principelly benefit. urban

ts for nionss eno peat tecnnalogies such as te pron

? ere of ?consicerapie interest

food preduction. Because o* their

ected Lionas Energy Systers for



technologies for water punpt

?ation, ica tenpereture heating, cookins, crop drying, and poner

gtion are aveiieble and ore expected to play a sigriticent rele im the moor

future. Small end neciun-size windiils used in decentralized mode sce

alteacy (cost-coupetitive in mony arees, and wecium and Targe windmills ore

expected to be ?attrective enough for? autonomous and integrated: nodes ?oF

Ggeration in windy areas sucr as the Caribbean. For given promising areas,

it fs tmportent to determine the wind potential and how soon wind will become

economically conperitive.

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

    

      

 



      

 

 

 

     

 

       

Other new and renewable energy technologies such as the ocean thermal

energy conversion, geothermal energy, large-scale soler ponds, tar sande sed

cil shales are al very promising. With suitable support Tor researchy Gevels

Cement and deworstration, these resources could emerge as significant options

Within short to negium time frames.

 

Altnough this pever's concern is with alternate and renewable energies

for the Caribbean, I cannot end without pointing out that there is aise

another source of energy - conservation. A recent study at CEER shows the



in S61 Fuerto Rico transportation used up S2x of all energy created by

Petroleum on which it is nearly totally dependent and 83% of that, wee

AGcounted for by private passenger vehicles, two-thirds. in urban ?traffice

uch of this is waste, remediable by 2 relatively few *fixes" ~ engineering

and acministrative. Significantly, the report finds that in the? are

{ransportation alternate fuels would create only a "fractional difference

Ait the nore reason for increasing efforts to create alternate and renewable

energies for essential needs.
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FIC I-A 1-8 ELECTRICITY CAPACITY AND PRODUCTION PER

CAPITA IN SOME ISLANDS AND COUNTRIES IN THE

CARIBBEAN

Figure 1a
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PLATE BOUNDARIES OF THE CARIBBEAN REGION
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APPENDL: &

ALTERNATIVE EXERGY IN THE CARIBBEAN

vy

Dr. Howard P. Harzenstien

ADSTRACT

The island comimunities of the Caribbean and their mainland

neighbors, with the exception of Venezucls and Mexico, are suffering

frou: ineréases in the price of imported fossil fuels.? AC the same

ime, these jurisdictions are blessed with an abundance of inexhaus

Uble? natura sources of energy, including solar, thermal, wind,

ocean, biomass, and in certain locations, large amoiints of geothermal

energy. This ?paper reports on the progress of a project whieh is

currently underviay to develop the scientifie and engineering capi

bilities of the universities in the Caribbean region in areas, of

tcrnoive energy, under funding proviced by the National Science

tion, the Exxe: Ecucational Foundation, the Cariybean Devel=



nt hank, and the Government of Venezuela, The project uses @

fque hunt yesoures. tho mechenism of the network of the Asso-

ciation cf Caribbean Universities anc Research Institutes (UNICA) to

endorse a cooperative research effort aimed at increusing the

Cy institutions to assist in the introduction of

aternative energy solutions into the region. an element of data

collection end systems unslyses of appropriate energy technology

alternatives is included, with results culminating in the preparation

of cooperative research? and training programs to assist in the early

implementation of the most economically viable alternatives. The

research workshop format has been uscd and provisions have been

made for the active involvement of a representative network of

regional research centers. With coordination and leadership being

Provided by the Center for Energy end Environment Research

(CEER) of the University of Puerto Rico, the University of Miami,

the Central University of Venezuela, the University of the West

Indies, and the University of Florida are ali taking active roles in

the assurance of the suececs of this activity.
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ALTERNATIVE EXERGY IN TH: CARIBEEAN

Howard P, Barren:

 

 

.CLION

This paper reports en the progress of an ongoing project to

Gevelup the selensifie om



 

d engineering capabilities of the universities

 

reh insthutes in the Caribbean, in order that faculty,

student:

 

Stuff al these institutions muy assist in the orderly

 

developrent of

 

{grass-reots? conversion to

the vegion during the decades ahead. The project is funded primari-

ly by the Notional Science Foundation, under their Seienee in Devel

oping Countries program, and by the Exxon Ecucational Foundation.

Additional invalvable ussistance kes been provided by the Caribbean

Bank (CDB), and by



ternative cnergy in

 

Develop

 

hc Venezuelan Government.

HH, BACKGROUND AN

  

D

Figure 1 sh

bean archipelago which have @ totel land area ef ebout 90,000 square

WS most of the 51 inhabited islands of the Cerib-

 

niles and # total population of approximately

these island-states produces fossil fuels. This is Trinidad, which

has 1/45th of the total lan area and 1/20th of the total population,



?The size of its foreign exchange reserves places it among the first

six of all the nations in the British Conmonwealth, The other 50

{sland-commuritios Gepend on imported fossil fuels for 99% of thelr

energy 24)

?The Caribbean community includes the collection of geographical

entities which occur in the vicinity of the Caribbean Sea. This sea

is the port of the Atlantic Ocean lying dizectly enst of Central Ame-

rica; north of Panama, Colombia, and Venezuela; west of the Lesser

Antilles (Leeward and Windward Islands and others) and south of

Cubs, Hispuniola and Pucrto Rico. The See is about 1500 miles long,

700 miles wide, and as deep as 22,788 fect. Ships which use the Pan

ma Canal must by necessity pass through the Caribbean Sea, and ag

a result pass close to many of the Caribbesn islands. Many of these

 

20 niltion. Only one of
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mn the

 

West Indies, which, kesording to Adolf A. Berle,

former Assintant Secretary of State for Latin Amer

most strntegically placed, everp

 

  



   

ulated, ethni

 

Aly complex and

 

pobtically divided archipelago on earth,"

 

1ee the 1650

 

the Caribbean has made strenuous efforts to

by providing more jobs through industrilization

ding tourism. As in so many developing countries

diversify its econ

and by exp:



 

 

throughout the world, these early efforts were almost totelly based

on the use of imported fuels.

By the end of this decede most of the archipelago will be a

Cisnster area unless the cependence on imported fossil fuels is

reduced and the usc of elt

 

ive sources of energy is greatly

Diocks 10 progress ure (n) lack

npower, (b) inadequate research f

nology and udups

the social and p:

Four of the major

     

the use of existing tech

 



tion or modification of the various technologies to

nment, (e) the lack of a grass roots

cooperative .energy program involving the universities and research

institutes of the region, and (é) the lack of investment capital

 

sical en}

 

 

A system of cooperation is of great importance in a region

Whose history hes been one of

 

?agmentation and of dependence on

external markets and external authority. The project must provide

for, and depend upon, the active cooperation of universities and

Fesearch institutes from the Spanish-specking, English-speaking,

French-speaking and Dutch-speaking Caribbean. The levels of

research work will vary, and this requires advenced centers to

Provide technical assistance to those which are less advanced. In



this way the effort to find viable programs for the use of alternative

sources of energy may be shared by all the institutions involved.

Its long history of elitism and of dependence on external rulers

hos left among many Caribbean peoples @ bitter legacy of resent-

2
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even of hutred. The ideo

the conteryer

 

S conflicts tut eb

mibbenn und the passionate

   

ucterize

    

tuiy of abuse are



evidence of is, just us the bout-people from Cubn and Malti and

 

the Hegud sn

 

?ution into Puerte Rico from the Domini

 

an Republic

Aid from the

ortant, bur it cannot of itself provide w

 

Gientors of u growing poverty and ciseonter

 

  

  

 



  

went depen

 

in the Inst resort, on the

pecple to analyze their problems and,

with as,

 

to find sulutions for them. Cooperative

relationships between indivieval United States and Caribbean univer

sities, though v in themselves, do not fully meet the need for

© Gonor-recipient reiationships into # large partnership of

 

 

 

   

 



  

and scientists. This is why the project attempts to make

network of Curibteun institutions, providing a

 

?priate centers within th

  

region, and

wants fn reserach programs and in the prepara-

hensive regional program for using alternative

sources of energy. Through this methods, it is contemplated that

the quality of science and engineering research will be improved,

and the potential for intellectual stimulation, for technology trensfer

and for further cooperative efforts will be realized.

 

 

The Caribbean community has a very rich potential in inexhaus-

Uble aternetive energy sources. In eddition to geothermal energy,

which is in abundance in locations such as St. Lucia, many feasible



inexhaustible

 

P-related alternative energy sources exist. This is

largely due to the fact thet the Caribbean, within a latitudinal range

of 10°N top 25°N, has a resulting yeur-round soler insolation of

epproximately 2000 BTU per square foot per doy (about twice as

much as in Washington, D.C.). A few of the common solar=

related resources are trade winds, ocean waves, moderate occen

currents, extensive ocean thermal mnsses, year-round biomass pro-

Guction, agriculture, mariculture, and many additional

forms of solar thermal and solar electric options.
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This project focuses on the necd for pruetically ull the



countries of the Curivbean archipelugo und Guyonn to achieve

 

greater self-sufficieney in energy; on the role that Caribbean uni-

 

 

versities oud rescarel, institutes: ¢

   

play in necting thot need; ane

on the fuct that the region hes # rich potential in inexhaustible

 

 

's. We believe it represents a first indispensable step

in using the existing network of research centers, schools of the

 



natural sciences and engineering, and other related university?

Gepartments jn a courdinated program to help meet the region's

energy needs. Furthermore, it points the

cept of the region as a luboratory for the development of alternative

in which lessons can be learned end demonstr

Mons carried out that will be of benefit to other countries that have

 

y to an exciting con

sourees of energy

   

 

Because of the urpency of the energy situation in the Carb

been, it fs crucial ly economie and cultural development

of the region that @ degree of energy self-sufficiency be developed

at an cerly date, If this does not occur, disastrous consequences

will result as the prices of imported fuel escalate beyond reach of all

but the most well-endowed (or most hesvily subsidized) communities,

thus forcing them into either a position of complete dependence on

those who have oil, or into a position of the deepest poverty,



beyond which economic snd political survival may become impossible,

 

0 the ord

 

 

 

 

Il, URICA AND THE UNICA FOUNDATION, INC.

?The organization under which this project is being conducted is

UNICA, which is supported by the UNICA Foundation, Ine. The princi-

pal Investigotor, Dr. Juan A. Bonnet, Jr., Director of the Center

for Energy and Environment Research at the University of Puerto

Rico, and the Co-Principal Investigator, Dr. Howard Harrenst4en,

 

 

Director of Architectural Engineering ot the University of Miami, are



both members of the UNICA Commission for Science and Technology ,

with Dr. Bonnet as Chairman.
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In the Inte IAs, pe

future devei

reeptive Crribbew edu

 

leators saw the

 

pnent of the Caribbean commu

 

ty usw matter of com

men regionel concern. To meet their common needs they ercated

UNICA, a voluntory associetion of Curibbean universities and



   

 

 

Pescarch institutes dedicated to positive carefully-eirected efforts for

Coribtvean development. Founded in 1966 by 16 universities located

in ten Caribbean countries, the organization now has 43 members

representing  constiwuency of more than 300,000 students and

39,000 facutty.

In order to lend assistance nd impetus to the gouls of UNICA,

jon of Caribbean Universities and Research Institutes

Inc, wos created. With Dr, Henry King Stanford, re

Univer

    

  

 

 

 



y of Miami, as President, the Foun-

n-profit organisation in Florida. It

?tox exempt status as a publie charity by the

Antersul Revenue Service and support to the Foundation is tax

Geductible under the Internal Revenue Code. It is significant that

the provision for slernative sources of energy and the improvement

of university teaching and research in the Caribbean are among the

objectives of this organization, and it is

?agreed to support this project.

 

Cation was established es 2

 

has been ¢:

 

 

organization which first

 



SOURCES ASSESSMENT

Demographic end statistical date for most of the island commu-

nities involved in the Csribbean region are contained in Table 1.

As may be observed, this teble presents data on the language

Spoken, latitude, longitude, area, population, population density,

highest point, length, width, Iateral exposure to wind, kwhr per

Person per year electrical consumption, und millions of barrels of oil

Per year required to generate electricity. The Table is preliminary
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in noture, und must not be overestimated ae to its uccuruey, ns its

purpose is only to wow preliminury uswessments to be made. Kever=

theless, it i Loped thut these duty ure found useful to those who

 

would engage in energy anlyses nnd projections. It is the intention

of the author io continualiy updete end expand on these det

fore, pers



there

 

   

who have ad:

him,

tional or conflicting informntion sre

 

urgeé to conta

Table 1 estimated 2 total population among all of the istands

mentioned of 15,196,800. This figure {s probably somewhat low, in

thet 1970 statistics were used for some of the islands, The combined

area of all islands is 42,213 square miles, und the estimate of

combined projected shoreline which is normal to the prevailing trade

winds is &: ?at 87,950,000BBLS of ol! per

year are imported by these islends collectively to provide electrical

influence of Puerto Rico is

 



 

miles. It is estimated

 

 

energy to their population, If the

 

 

 

sut{Jructed fom these totele, they Vecome 14,861,800 persons,

26,778 square niles, 787 alles, end 16,078,000BBLS of oil per year

respectively.

Earlier in this conference, in the poper by Ronald D, Scott and

Howard Harrenstien, a rank ordered list of alternative energy tech-

nologies which were deemd technologically suitable for development in

PuertoRico was presented. If this list is reviewed for possible

application to the remaining islands in the Caribbean, only slight

modifications and additions need be made, The resulting list, in



rank order of estimated readiness of the technology, is the fol-

lowing:

Solar Hot Water

2. Co-generation

Hydroelectric

Electricity from Solid

Small Wind Machines
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Large Wind Much

 

6 wee Cvinefarms)

7. Tieetrietty from Bagasse

8, Llectricity from Solar Ponds

9. Photovettuies



30. Ocean Thermal Ene

 

21. Geothermal Energy Convers

 

32. Other

A preliminary estimate of the potential of these technologies as

fer es replacement of imported fossil fuels is concerned may be pro~

duced by essuming that the islands in the Caribbean have many simi-

lnrities of character, and thot lifestyles will eventually reach similar

levels of industvialization and Gevelopment. One ean then take the

current estimates of potential for Puerto Rico und use them in pre~

dieting the potentiad for the renaining islands in the Caribbean.

 

 

 

Table 2 computes the valves of contribution in BBLS of oil saved per



 

year for ench alternstive energy technology at the end of full

commercistization by the year 2000, using data which is consistent

with that presented in the Scott-Harrenstein poper of reference. It

may be observed thet the combined contribution from the sources

Usted totals 154,230,000BBLS of oll per yeur saved. This assumes

that the energy produced by the alternstives replaces electrical

energy which has been produced by burning imported fossil fuel at

308 efficiency of conversion.

From Table 1, substracting the contribution from Puerto Rico,

the region imports only 16,078,000BBLS of oil at the present time.

If a S8 per year growth rate is assumed from 1980 10 the year 2000,

this total would grow to 42,662,374BBIS of oil per year. Energy

self-sufficiency, then, as far as electrical generation is concerned,

is achievable by the year 2000, if the cassie:

Cintizes only 27.66% of the total potential provided by alternetive

sources that is estimated in Table 2, as 27.66% of 154,230,000 is

Precisely 42,660,018,

 

resion commer
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This is very good news for this region, but » plan for orderly

development und progress must be instigated at the earliest opportu

nity; to delay is to lose vital cupital which is necded for the

transition. This capital must not be spent ps

 

ing for further

esetlating imported oi) purchases, or the energy self-sufficient state

 

may become unuchievable.

As may be observed in Table 2, there are two alternatives

which show significant promise for making mejor contributions in the

immediate future. These are Wind (Numbers 5 and 6) and Biomass

(Number 7), In recognition of this potential, the UNICA Commission

fon Science and Technology selected these for eerly emphasis. A

Progress report on the result of this activity is contained in the

 



folloxing section.

T

 

 

The UNICA project being reported here has to date focused its

activities on the collection of msterial releted to the current state of

affairs in the Caribbean with respect to alternetive energy educs-

tion, training,? research, development and demonstration. In order

to collect this material and impact the planning process for the

acceleration of the introduction of alternati

 

es into the region, it was

decided to ask the universities snd resesrch institutes which

comprise UNICA to appoint official contact persons who could repre-

sent their institutions, and who could participate in workshops which

were designed to stimulate the production of relevant material on the

subjects chosen.

1. Wind Workshop



The first opportunity for the contact persons und other

invited participants to convene was st Barbados on December

6-8, 1981. A workshop was presented st that time titled "Wind
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us an Energy Alternative for the Coribbean". Some $0 persons

Participated. After hearing buckground pupers on the subject,

the participants divided into three workshops covering the fol-

lowing subjects:

» Education

Moderator

\d ?Training - Dr. Howard Harrenstien,

 

+ Research and Development ~ Dr. Edwin Nuflez, Moderator

Demonstration - Dr, Modesto Iriarte, Moderator

It is the opinion of UNICA that the December 6-9, 1981, Bar-

bados Conference on Wind es un Energy Alternative for the Carib

bean was @ success, when seen from the point of view of evaluation



by the pat

opening in communication links on wind energy in the Cai

 

Miclpants, and from the point of view of providing an

 

bean

scientific and engineering education and research community.

Although the three culminating workshops were conducted indepen-

dently from one enother, recommendations produced by them had

some marked similarities and focus. A generalization of the

recommendations and @ prioritization results in the following

conceptual overall recommendations:

 

1, A resource assessment should be conducted to determine

the existing situation in education and training, manpower, the

magnitude of the available wind resource, the availebility of

appropriste wind sites, and the existence of wind demonstration

projects in the region.



2, Based on the results of the current ?state of the art?

assessment in priority #1, a plan should be prepared which

would deta the steps (including costs) necessary to accomplish

an acceptable level of progress toward ectievement of the rest

of the recommendations from the individual workshops.
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3. Soure

 

of funding should be identified which will eubte

the continunnee of the program which was initinted by this con

ference und which will mysure the timely completion of priorities

Land 2.

With the nchievement of these three priorities as objectives, it

38 predicted thot the scientific and engineering cupubilities of the

vniversities and research institutes in the region ¥

 



i be greatly

enhanced and strengthened, us for as this form of alternative energy

Js concerned.

The draft of the proceedings of the Barbados Wind Workshop

has been prepared, and copies msy be obtained by writing:

b:

Asociaciin de Universidades ? Institutos del Caribe

Apartado Postal 11532

Coparra Heights Station

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00922

?Thomas

 

thews, Secretario General

 

2. Biomass Workshop

?The second opportunity for the UNICA contect persons to



convene snd to discuss the alternative energy situation in the

Caribbean was in San Juan on April 28-29, 1952. The subject

was "Biomass as an Energy Alternative for the Caribbean". The

Proceedings for this workshop are in the process of being pre-

Pared. snd when completed they may be obtained from

Dr. Mathews, the above source. In the interim, however,

copies of some of the papers presented may be obtained directly

from:

Dr. Juan A. Bonnet, Jr., Director

Center for Energy and Environment Research

GPO Box 3682

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936
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?The papers which ure immediately availuble are listed after the

reference section to this paper.

VIL SUNMARY

Energy consumption patterns for the Caribbean and alternative

energy 93

 

essments and analyses are 6 continuing sctivity by the

Fesearch staff. Results of some of the carly assessments were

complied by Dr. Bonnet, and may be cbtsined from him at the

dress indicated on the preceding page.

 

It is clear at this stage that a much more detailed resources

assessment is needed before a realistic plan for education, training,

and institutional development may be prepared. In fect, it may be

that through the involvement of persons in the Caribbeun in the as-

sessments and plan development, a substantial level of institutional

Gevelopment will occur by virtue of the grass roots neture of the

activity.

What is equally clear, however, is that the Caribbean region is



richly blessed with renewable alternative energy sources which are

quite capable of providing energy self-sufficiency to the region in

the decades head. Whether they do or whether they don't is @

matter for responsible citizens, from both within and without the

region, to immediately face; the conversion to alternative energy

sources will not happen without major human and institutional effort,

not the least of which is related to education, training, research,

development and demonstration.

VIL. REFERENCES
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APDX. ?

MEMBERS OF UNICA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION

an A. Bonnet, Chairman

r, Center for? Energy and Environment Research

University of Puerto Rico

GPO Box 3662

Sun Juan, Puerto Rico 00936

 

 

br. Goruld Lalor

Pro-Vice Chancellor

University of the West Indies

Mona, Kingston 7, Jamaica



 

Dr. Erich Farber

Director, Solar Energy Laboratory

University of Florida

Gainesville, Florida 32611

Eng. Francisco Gutiérrez

Director, Petrcioum Institute

Central University of Venezuela

Caracas, Venesuela

  

Dr. lloward P. Harrenstien

Department of ?Civil Engineering

University of Miami

Coral Gubles, Florida $3124

UNICA SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMISSION CONTACT

PERSONS

Prof. A.M.B. Sankies



Head, Department of Mechanical Engineering

Faculty of Technology

University of Guyana, Turkeyen Campus

FO Box io1110

Georgetown, Guyana

?Telephone: 69202-6, Ext. 223

 

Eng. Quilvio Cabral

Decano, Facultad de Ciencias y Tecnologia

Instituto Tecnolégico de Santo Domingo

Avenida de los Proceres, Gal

?Apdo. 249, Zona 2

Santo Domingo, Repiiblica Dominicana

Telephone: 566-8187

 

Prof. Jean-Marie Abilion

Professeur de Physique



Blvd Legitimus - B.P.771-97179

Centre Universitaire Antilles-Guyane

Pointe~a-Pitre, Guadeloupe

?Telephone: 82-38-22
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Dr. Gerald Lalor

Pro-Vice Chancellor

University of the West Indies

Nona, Kingston 7, Jamaica

Cabié: URIVERS

Telephone: 927-6661

 

Eng. Homero de Pool

Dircetor, Escuels de Tecnologia



Instituto? de Estudios Superiores

Apartado Postal 55-2

Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana

Cable TES

Telephone: 688-0159

Prof. Miguel S. Wionezek

Investigador Asociado

EI Colegio de hiéxieo

Camino ?a1 Ajusco No. 20

Apartado Postal 20-671

 

 

 

Cable:

Telex: 1777585 COLE

Telephone: 568-0033,

Prof. Julio Rivera

Decano, Colegio de Ciencias



Universidad Catélica de Puerto Rico

Ponce, Puerto Rico 00731

Telephone: 844-4150

Dr. Howard P. Harrenstien

Department of ?Civil Engineering

University of Miami

PO Box 248033,

Coral Gables, Florida 33124

Telephone: (305) 284-8356

Dr. Patrick S. Louis

Deputy Vice Dean, Faculty of Natural Sefences

University of the West indies

PO Box 64

Bridgetown, Barbados

Cable: UNTVADOS Barbados

Telex: UNIVADOS SB 257



Telephone: PBX 02191

Lie. Antonio Fernindez

Departamento de Fisica

Universidad Nacional Pedro Henriquez Urefia

Santo Domingo, Republica Dominicana
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Rovert L. Sullivan

of Electrical Engineering

cf Florida,

Gainesville, Florida 32611

 

 

 



Dr. Michael Canoy

Caribbean Research Institute

Coliege of the Virgin Islands

Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands 00801

Telephone: (BUY) 774-2252

 

 

Professor S. Soteunuthan

Fucuity of Engincering

University of the West Indies

St. Augustine, Trinidad

Cable: STOMA'TA Port of Spain

Telephone: 662-7171

Eng. Netson Gf Gil

of Engineering Sciences

Catéiice hiadre y Macstra

iago de los Caballeros



Repiiblica Dominicana

  

 

Dr. Juan A. Bonnet, Jr.

Dixector, Center for? Energy ond

Environment Research

University of Puerto Rico

GPO Box 3682

San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936

?Telephone: 765-7210
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APPENDIX D



Report on

Wind as an Energy Alternative for the Caribbean Workshop

Barbados, December 6-9, 1981

UNICA Commission on Science ané Technology
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APDX. D-1

WIND AS AN FNERGY ALTERNATIVE FOR TRE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

SUMMARY REPORT

Ht is the opinion of UNICA Science and Technology Commitsion

thet the Dec. 6-9, 1961 Barbados Workshop on Wind as an Energy

Alteruative for the Caribbean was a success, when viewed from the

point of

 

Wot evaluation by the participants, and trom the point

vf view of providing an open



 

f in communieation ?inks on wind

chergy in the Caribhesn scientific and engineering eaucational and

research community.

Although the three cuiminsting workshops were conducted inde-

Pencently from one another, recommendations produced by them had

Some marked similerities and focus. All three reports are included

hem, A eneralization o* the recommendations and « prioritization

vesults in the following conceptual overall recommendetions.

4. A resource assessment should be conducted to determine

the existing situation in education and training,menpower, the

magnitude of the available wind resource, the availability of

#pprepriate wind sites, and the existence of wind demonstration

projects in the region.

2. Besed on the results of the current "stete of the art?

sesessment in priority £1, @ plan should be prepared which

Would deteil the steps (including costs) necessary to accomplish

oF acceptable level of progress toward achievement of the rest

of the recommendations from the individual workshops.

3, Sourees of funding should be identified by the UICA

Foundation which will enable the UNICA Commission on Science



and Technology to continue the program whic was initiatee by

this conference, anc which will assure the timely completion of

priorities 1 and 2.
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With the ochievement of these three priorities as objectives, it

is predicted that the scientific and engineoring expabilities of the

universities ond research institutes in the region will be greatly

enhanced and strengthened, as far as this form of alternative energy

is concemed.

UNICA Science ord Technology Commission stents ready to

assist ox m mechanism through which the above may be accomplished,

nd by which UNICA nomber institutions may better service the com

 

munfties i which they ore vented for the overa!! Uetterment and

 



inproverent of tho entire region in this "grass yeots" type of

Curibbean devetonment initiative,

As 0 Commission we are deeply grateful for the generous sup-

port unich hus been given by the National Selence Foundation, the

Exxon Févention Foundation, the UNICA Foundation, the Caribbean

lark und the UNICA staff.

  

Development
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APDX. 0-2

 

AS AN ENERCY ALTERNATIVE FOK THE CARIRBEAN WORKSHOP

Barbados, December 6-8, 1981

 



WORKSHOP SESSION, GROUP NO. 1

EDVCATION AND TRAINING NEEDS

Report by:

 

+ Howare Horrenstien, Moderator

 

   

 

 

 

 

is workshop session was u'tended by 15 persons representing

nine countries:

3. Quilvie Cabrat Dominican Kepublie

2, Ronin $. Cristébal Dominic

3. Homes Poot Dominican Republi

4. Miche) DuPont Guadeloupe



5. dessel Edwards Antigua

©. Hopeton Gordon Guyena

7. Fowsrd Harzenstion Florida, USA

Rivet Hughes Anguilla

8. Pobert J. Martin Puerto Rico

16, Paul Neua Barbados

1. Rerate Biter Dominican Republic

12, José B. Rodrigue Dominican Kepublie

13, 8. Sateunanathon Trinidad

MM. Muelano Sbriz Dominican Republic

15, Robert Sullivan Florida, USA

To stimulate discussion, the workshop specifically addressed

three general questions es related to wind energy education and

?training acitivites in the Caribbeon, noting regional differences

Where possible. ?The three questions were:
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(G2) What has been done in wind energy education and training

in the Caribbean?

(2) What should be done sn wind energy education end training



in the CaribLean in the future?

(3) Whet is the mechanism by which it may be accomplished?

To gain an understanding of the general state of affairs in

energy education snd training in the region, as regards the present

sud reeds for the future, » poll was conducted of the participants to

Getertaine their assessment of these conditions, The results of the

HI sre noted in Teble 1. It may be observed that the participants

Fated vn everae score of 2.9 which is equivalent to "little activity"

tor the present state, una a score of 1.8 which is between "moder-

?wey uetive? fer the desired future state.

    

   

tely" ine

Fret this poll end the discussion which ensued, it was con~

cluded that the entire region needed to strengthen its educational

?and training programs along subject lines listed in the categorical

peti

 



 

headings of Table 1, These categories are the following:

(2) Engineering education programs at the baccalaureate Level

 

(2) Science eduestion programs at the high school and univer-

sity tevels.

(2) Continuing education programs ut the professional level.

(4) Community education and training progrems at the consu-

mer ang technician level.

(5) Scientific community education at the high schoo! und uni~

versity teacher level.

(8) Modification of high schoo! and university curriculn to

place increwsing emphasis on alternetive energy related

subjects,
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(@) Videotape information dissemination through television

network programming.

(8) Cooperative educational programs which place eeueational

?emphasis on industrial experiences,

Recommendations

?The workshop prepuved specific regional recommendations as a

result of discussions which took place. These recommendetions are

the following:

(2) A vrescurce ascessment should be conducted to determine

existing copability in alternate energy educstion and training in

the region.

(2) Scientific and technical requirements should be determined

te foecilitate a viable wind energy utilization program in the

Cexibbean. Specifically, @ study should be performed to deter-

mine the educational and training requirements for the region in

wire energy.



(3) A program should be developed to add to the capability

netud in recommendation #1 to meet the requirements outlined in

recommendation #2.

(4) Encourage active involvement of regional institutions in

currying out recommendations #1-3.

(8) _UNICA should sponsor regular meetings whereby university

feculty, researchers, and education snd training specialists can

essess the status of completing recommendations #

 

4,

 

(6) Libero! use of the following mechanisms should be usec to

accomplish the necessary educational and training mission:
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Short courses:



Institutes

Fellowship program

Correspondence courses

 

Curriculur development packeges

Post-doctoral programs

Sabb:

 

Is

Symposia and conferences

Faculty and researcher exchanges

Videotapes of demonstrations and applications

PF

(3) A focet point for coordinating laboratory, training and

rstumentaton needs in the Cevibbeer, should be created. This

Should inelude university coordination, inventory of personnel

cloging of availuble industrial and

uovernmentel assistance. UNICA should be this focal point,

with the actual performance to be done under the granting

eechnnism.



ond equipment, and the

 

In udeition te the general recommendations shove, @ few parti-

cipants subniited detailed comments ond recommendations pertaining

te their specific countries. They are the following:

 

Dominican Republic -~ NGftez, Roman, Rodriguez, DePool, Sbriz

(©) Mhet is being done in the Deninican Republic about making

the general public aware of energy problens?

(2) The National Commission on Energy Poticy has a size~

able program cf seminars, conferences and courses, in

Which the world energy situation and the country's in

perticular are explaineé and analyzed.

(&) The Dominican Cerporstion of Electricity maintains a

publicity campaign through radio, press, and TV in which
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the public is called on to econonize electrical energy and

through which is announced what the country spenas on

petroleum and what this cost signifies in relatien to the

national estinate

(c) Places of higher eeucation, universities and institutes

offer courses 14 seminars to their members in which are

Presented ctual problems reluting to energy problem,

(a) tnstituttor

 

Hee the tineneing of housing to offer

inceatives 10 clients to use solar heaters instead of electric

Whot shoute we do in addition?

(0) Promote the idea within the higher education system

te clfer graduate courses enclor masters degrees relating

to the nunagement of energy resources.



(&) Suggest to these same systems to introduce « manda~

tory course on problems relating to energy in all of their

Professional programs in technical areas end at the same

{ine taking into consideration energy problems in the

courses of the prograns which in one wey or another treat

these same problems.

(e) Influence university students so that their theses

?reat specific problems of the country relative to the area

of energy.

(4) Orient the appropriate technological investigations

through channels directed to make a more rational use of

the energy resources of the country, trying where pos-

sible to minimize the use of the imported and meximize use

of the nutive,
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@)

(©) To mak> those with decision-making power in the go

vernment conscious of energy problems so that they take

?them into consideration when formulating government

plans.



(f) Create education

yuicing students at this level on this matter.

 

campaigns in the seccnéary schools

 

(@) Cfier emple faclitios to rural arens to install windmills

for their use in obtaining the necessary weter for their

 

communities

How can we make this compaign a veality, whet can we

count un and what do ne need for this?

To bring this campaign into veality we count on ins-

Litutions involved with the tunsformation of energy, and

others desting with the mansgement of energy resources

who feel the closeness of the world crisis of these re~

sovrees. liowever, thelr influence on government officials

is not enough und their availeble means to bring to ful-



?liment educational programs is very limited.

In short, we can presume that to bring an omple

educatfonal program that correctly informs on the reality of

these problenis, we need finencial resources and the neces-

sary personnel, capable end conscious of the significance

of these problems to the future of our country.
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ADDX, D-3

WIND AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE FCR THE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

Larbades, December 6-8, 1981

WORKSHCP SESSION,

   

GROUT NO.

RESEAPCE AND DEVSLOPMENT NPLDS



Report by

Br. Puwin Nufez, Moderstor

 

This workshop, sexsion was attended by eleven persons repre-

senting ten countries

 

Fein Nitier Puerto Rico

i Melvin Sanktos Guyane

b. Sixte Wout Curneve

fe Stephen Lamuing Barbados

Lester Neleor Crenade

Soseph Lanicl Montserrat

Michsel Canoy U.S. Virgin Istanes

8. Richard L. Simon California, USA

9. José B. Rodriguez Dominican Kepublic

10, Majeraj 8. Toniar Venezuela

 

1, Devid 8. Renne Washington, USA



1, RUSEARCH AND DEVELOPNENT--SEPANATE VS. UNIFIED

APPROACH

A glimpse of o map of the Canibbean region will show a

great assortment of istand-countries with diverse cultures anc

lenguages. Upon closer scrutiny, this first impression will be

trunsformed end attenuate by the realization that there are

?many conion goals and espirations. Each country is striving

?0 give @ maximum number of its citizens a high standard of
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living without cresting major environmental damage or exacerbe-

?ting social tensions. By the same token, they shere similar

Problems and obstacles which hinder their development. tn

general, the islends are very small sized with large population

densities

 

have scant natural resources and the sea acts as an

imposing barrier which jmpedes communications and access to

the outside world,



hhefore the Caribbean countries elaborate specific energy

resenzch ana cevelopment policies, they must decide whether

their interests will be pursued separately or through a unified

spproseh. The latter alternative implies the pooling of re-

sources by aifferent countries. Criteria such os proximity,

conion Tenguage, complementarity of thelr resources oF pre~

vious cooperation. experiences might induce countries to unite in

cre or nom groups. Table I presents some of the edvantages

and disadvintages resulting from Caribbean countries working

Seprrately or unified in the elsboration and implementation of

truly energy research and development policies.

 

It is the belief of the participents of the research and

Gevclepment needs workshops that the advantages of « unified

?approach far evtweigh the disadvantages. Consequently, Carib-

bean universities, governments and institutions dealing with

RaD should muke an effort to establish one or more regional

Groups in which individual countries can contribute their

Tesourees to complement each other's weaknesses.

 

MU, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT -- CONSTRAINTS



Caribbean countries, utilizing different philosophies to

address their idiosyncracies, are striving to achieve develop

Ment in the shortest possible interval of time. In a world that

Bets more complex every day this endeavor becomes increasingly

difficult, ReD is much harder to undertake in these countries

than in industrialized nations.
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Workshop porticipants egreed on the following list as the

most important impediments to their RED efforts.

2) Isolation - Quite often, the scientist or engineer finds

that he is the only person in the country or institution

which has advanced specialized knowledge in « purticular

field (e.g., wind turbine design), Very little opportuni-

es exist to shere nis with other specialists in his

field. Libreries Ick the most current journels or books.

 

 

 



(2) Leck of inizastructure - ?The infrastructures veces

 

sur (6 deploy, upernte ord ma

 

bain & new technology are

 

wenitly noneaistent.

 

 

(8) Overinvolvement = Being ane of the very few tech

Hieally trained pecp'e in a country means that © large

number of people will request his involvement in a wide

 

vorlety of projects. Restricted attention will likely be



solver. to cach project resulting in meager progress and

results. Miny times ne hus te work in oreas which are

Outside his field of expertise.

 

(4) Finances - Governments allocate scant resources for

R&D noes since they respond to the pressures exerted by

Groups which have more yolitieal leverage than scientists

and engineers. Finanein! restrictions oblige scientists to

Jenve many areas ef a particular problem untouched.

 

(5) Governnent_and - Governments show

Nelle understanding of the importance of RaD activities i

4 developing country, New techniques are usually received

with skepticism ond resistax.ce by the civil population of a

country.

   

 

(6) Lack of Peer Perticipstion - Many of the organizations

which disburse ReD funds in the Caribbean do not hove
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m,

Proper participotion of scientists and engineers. Funds

are sllocated by people who lack a real understanding of

Rap.

RESEARCH AND DEVELCPMENT

 

EDS

Wine hos the potential ct becoming an important alternative

energy source for the Caribbean basin. It wes agreed that the

following arcs weed immediate attention in order to realize that

potential

 



in the near future,

(2) Betore wind turbines 6

 

n be deployed on a wide basis

in the Ceribbean, cach island must have detailed know-

ledge of ite wine resouree,

(2) Siting studies have to be coneueted in order to

seereti for the best locations to install both large and small

seaie wind turbines,

(3) Lealuation of exis

of adapt

 

ting technology and the development

fons which might sult local needs.

 

(4) Operations ana maintenance research in order to test



materials resistance to salt corrosion, hurricane winds.

(5) Testing of local wind turbine designs and adaptations.

(6) Research on the economic and social impact of new

technologies.

(7) Evaluation of existing energy production and utiliza-

Hon systems to ochiove energy savings through conserva~

tion and seconé-law efficiency considerations. This offers

the potential seving the greatest amount of energy in the

shortest interval of time,
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IV, RECOMMENDATIONS

Im order to satisfy the oforementioned RaD needs, the

workshop participonts moke the following recommendations te

UNICA, CDB, CARICOM, ane ony other agencies dealing with

the developnent of the region:

2) Top priority should be given to wing resource assess~



Ment proprenls ond wind siting studies, Within @ period of

?our years. all Cribben islands should know their colic

    

(2) Projects aré studies should he funded which consider

the economic, social und legal impuct of alternative energy

 

systems. in pwtievlar wind turbines.

(8) It iy deemed important te sponsor projects which use

fan integrated systens of energy approach sveh as soler/

biomes, wind/hydro, wind/sclar, ete. The domestic, in-

Gustrfal ané agricultural applications suiteé to the par-

ticular country's milfeu should be explored

(4) Research in the problems assoclsted with the opera-

tions an? maintenance of alternative energy systems should

be undertaken. Speciat attention should be given to the

Problenss associnted with materinls and parts resistance to

 

salt corrosion and protection from hurricane force winds.



(5) Tecal wind turbine designs and adaptations should be

encouraged. Development projects whose purpose is to

establish the manufacture of wind turbines and other ol-

ternative energy systems within the region should also be

encouraged.

(6) The active participation of selentists enc engineers in

?the boards and committees of institutions which disburse
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aD funds in the Caribbean is considered essential. The

eer Feview method is recommended for the evaluation of

all proposals and publications.

 

(Priority should be granted to projects which explore

the energy production and utilization systems. Energy

conservation rnd secon:

potentiol of sa



 

 

ficiency projects offer the

 

ing vast amounts of energy in the region.

(©) A survey should be conducted of the available human

resources in the region with expertise in the energy RD

areas. After the survey is conducted @ human resources

and project @irectory should be published and an institu-

Vion oF institutions should be designated es clearing-house

tor locating expert resources in each area (wind, biomass,

solar, ete.. Any similar efforts which have already been

underteken in the region should be more readily available.

A greater nworeness of what others are doing or have

cone is needed.

(8) Conduct regional seminars on fund availability and on

the proper techniques for the preparation of proposals to

be submitted to the regional development agencies. An

institution or institutions could be designated as



clearing-house of this information.

(20) It is strongly recommended that, whenever possible,

alternative cnergy development meetings for the region

take the workshops format similar to the present UNICA

mecting. The conference should discuss openly what are

considered to be the successes and failures. Reports

should be written and published so that conference results

are widely avsilable,

 

Abstracts of pepers to be given at a conference should be

available with sufficient time before the meeting. Pros~
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Pective participants can decide wisely on that basis

whethi

 

to attend or not.



 

QD It is felt that the use of wind as on energy altern

tive for the Caribbean can be accelerated if prograns are

Cesigned by the development agencies which convince

governments of:

(a) the necessity of granting tax incentives to

People whe install « wind turbine,

() allowing the individual consumer to sell energy

Produced by & wind turbine to the power company

siler to PURPA in the United States).

 

 

(22) Projects designed to create the appropriste infra

structure necessary for R&D end for the deployment

operation und maintenance of wind turbines should be

funded.
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TABLE 1

Advantages and Disadvantages resulting from Caribbean countries

elaborating and implenenting thair eneray research and development. policies

separately or unified.

 

Advantages

   

Separate (eech

?country having

an ?dividual

approach)

Country can oinpoint

YES own RED needs very

precisely and work on



 

Country can proceed at

sts own pace without

being bound by others

   

 

Uni tied (groups

of countries

working togetner)

Cost savings. Pooling

Of resources will mean

lower planning, equip=

trent and data analysis

costs

Countries can complenent

each others necessities

by Sharing their human

?and technical resources



Region-wide spirit of

cooperation

Possibility of pooling

together to purchasing

alternative energy

systens (wind turbines,

Sigestors, etc.) ata

reduced price

 

 

 

Disadvantages

Higher cost to each

indi vidual country

Leck of technical

and hunan resources

will probably reaui re

Pore intensive fore-



ign (outside of Carib-

bean) articinants

 

Potential political

problens,

Delays in getting

done due to the neces~

sity of allocating Timit~

ed resources to various

countries,
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APDXx. D-4

WIND 4S AN LNERGY ALTERNATIVE FOR THE CARIGDEAN WORKSHOP,

Barbados, December 6-8, 1981

WORKSPCP SESSION, GROUP NO, 3

 



?STRATION NEEDS

Report by

Dr. Modesto Iniprte, Moderator

workehoy wis uttenue by eight perse

 

representing six

  

 

 

   

Cristbed Romin &. Dominican Republic

Inewne Sbrte Lominiean Republic

sin, Sparks. St. Lucie

5 Creer Guarda Nexieo

S. Peter Willems Barbados



+S. Anwutsont usa

3. Dellimore Barbados

8. Modesto Inurte Puerto Rico

Ki wos found thet each country has different demonstration

Project In, wind power uses, but thet they were unaware of each

other's uctivities, It is suspected thet the same problem of lack of

communication ard flow of information between other nations in the

Caribbean not represented at this workshop exists.

 

It was further stated by the group participents that each

country has its own particular needs und thet therefore icentifiestion

of future demenstration needs will be appropriate after these needs

fare token into consideration. Local needs in mony areas take into

consi¢eration such things as oi! displacement needs, iselated com

munity needs, the needs of electric power for solving critical needs
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Such as providing energy to operate certain sanitary and health



fecilities as well 4s other social needs, legal problems involving

Generation restrictions for personal use and or sale. In St, Lucia,

for example, robody can generate its own electricity without vio-

lating social laws. This represents an obstacle to WTG development,

?The group generally concurred that wind power assessment pro-

seams in the various ercss should be encouraged and that small

Cemonstration projects should be developed as soon as practicable

and/or in porsdled with essessment.

Recommendations

 

li order to uddress the subject of demonstration necds, the

Group ?commences that un inventory of existing demonstration. pro-

jeete the aren be first nude, The purpose of this inventory

completion ore

 

@) to prevent duplication of efforts.

(2) te provide asssistanee with data base.



(3) te Give funding agencies information on projects needing

funding ond projects which have been funded by others.

(4) tw provide a working bese for future projects.

(8) to give dineetions for future developmental thrusts.

J erder to curry out the above recommendations # question

naire should be prepared. A suggested questionnaire is as follow:

Typicel information ne

 

Country and agency involved, contact person

Location of unit:

(©) ure maps evatlable?

(; ore photographs available?
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Purpose of unit:

(@) water pumping

(&) electricity. production

(©) mechanical

(a) other

Designer of unit:

(a) anufacturer of unit

(©) aesigner (if unit locally built)

(©) level of local component in design and manufacture of unit

Hf locally built, are plans or sport available?

Funding Agency:

(©) privately owned

(b) government funded

(©) funded by outside source



() other

Is wind dato available?

(2) ot site location

() at other locations

Condition of unit

() under construetion

(>) working

(c) needs repair

(2) planning stages

If working, performance of unit:

(@) detaiis
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1f needing repair:

(a) advantages to repair

(>) estimation of cost



(e) deuaits

If in planning, has funding been acquired?

Icentify type of future demonstration projects needed in the

(03. estimation of cost

() planning requirements

(c) possible funding agencies

(2) specific heip you would like to secure

 

A set of short term objectives (say for 6 months accomplish

?monts) was outlines by the group participants as follows:

 

(1) Catalog existing wine turbine installations.

(2) Pursue the reuctivation of abandoned wind turbine pro-

jects.



(©) Removal of obstacles to wind turbine development;

legal problems in different areas.

 

stuay

(@)_ Rate structure consideration from wind sources.

(S) Identify incentives to promote wind turbine development.

(6) Emphasis should be plecec on turbine systems thet can be

manufeetured locally.
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Ener. Crist6bel Romin from CDE, Dominican Republic, sugges

ted end the group unanimously agreed that » simple procedure to

moke the inventory be followed consisting of:

preparing the questionnaire

(2) malling it to the various contact people and those attending

this symposivm



18) receiving onc summurizing data (he offers himself, but

feels UNICA should do it).

GH vavel to these en

 

8 in arrears in returning the in

formation questionnaires,

 

cnizution of one project coordintor under UNICA staff,

using available UNICA staif services such as office, secretary, com

municotion end reproduction, is proposed. This coordinator would

® contact man in each of the areas from whom he will obtain

the iniormetion.

 

?The inform

follow up or updati

 

  



va will be gathered, reduced, and published. A

© wetion every year should be attempted.

fits

 

This information would provide e data base for the various

countries to reduce duplication fferts, to be in # better position to

Present proposuls for requesting funds for their projects. Other

ospects in which this ectivity could help would be in accelerating the

evelopment and use of wind power, the pricing and costing of

Power produced, determining appropriate sale back prices of elec-

tricity to local utilities, ete,
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?This information would identify the difficulties and failures of

the existing demonstration projects und provide guidance in instra-

menting procedures for dccumenting and reporting the operation of

demonstrasion projects.



 

Funding

?The group's opinin: is thut funding should be cdaressed jointly

from the identified needs ef the three workshop groups. However,

for 1 is jeb should be

susignes ot Joust 5 man-yeurs for the project coordinater plus travel

 

ous of budgeting it cor be estimated that

 

expenses, pits 5 mun-years seuretariad services in addition to over-

head costs oi eftice, telephone, reproduetion, ete.

 

Avc'tional pamposer is required for the contact persons. It is

secunn id'd thet this cost be bore by the local interest groups oF

local geve presite.
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APDX. D-5

WIND AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE FOR THE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

Rarbados, December 6-9, 1981

EVALUATICN

 

At the close of the workshep, an evaluation questionnaire was

given to cach participort to olieit their reactions to this type of

setivity and to obtoin incividuel recommendations for improvement or

modification of sintior future conterences. The tebulated results of

this evaluation exorcise are attached hereto,

As the tabulation shows, the majority of respondents (778) gave

joo0" (one step below the maximum "Excellent")

to the Workshop. It is also worth noting that the group discussion

formot received the highest percentage (55.26) of "Excellent", while

the question on speakers got the lowest "Excellent" percentage

(03.86). Ancther interesting finding is that 17.28 of respondents

indicated thet they were unaware of the UNICA Project goals.



an everall rating of *

 

?These on cther observations, criticisms and suggestions will be

laken ito consideaution in the organization of future workshops, in

particular the biomass workshop scheduled for the spring of 1982 in

Sen Juon, Puerto Rico under the UNICA Project.
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WIND AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE FOR THE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

EVALUATION

 

 

Question Nunber Percent.

1. Organization and Logistics

 



 

 

 

 

8 27.8%

? 58.6x

4 13.8%

0 °

 

Excelent 4

Good at

Fair 4

Poor 0

 

3. Workshop Ofscussion

 



?cellent 16 55.2%

Good B 4aas

Fair 0 9

Poor 0 0

4. Overat)

Excel tont 6.5 22.44

Gooa 2215 ad

Fair 0 0

Poor 0 °

5. How successful was the workshop in meeting the goals of the UNICA

Project?

 

 

Very successful 6 20.7%

Successful is 39.72

Somewhat successful 315 1s

ot successful 1 3.48

Unaware of the UNICA Project's coals 5 125

Other: answers. 1 3:8



No answo-s L Ban

TOTAL RESPONDENTS: 29

eee
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APPENDIX E

Report on



 

wis a8 on Energy Alternative for the Caribbesn

Workshop

San Juan, Puerto Rico

April 28-29, 1982

UNICA Commission on Science ané Technology
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APDX. E-1

BIOMASS AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

FOR TEE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

SUMMARY REPORT

It is the opinion of the UNICA Science and Technology Commis

sion that the April 28-29, 1982 San Juan Workshop on Biomass a8 an

Energy Alternative for the Caribbean was a greater success than the

Srst burkshop on Wind because of many circumstances. Some of the



most frvoruble concitions were the familiarity of the UNICA contact

Persons emony themseives and with the project, which stimulated a

diveet interest in thelr involvement and commitment to its success,

Also the workshop followed the Fucls and Feedstocks for Tropleal

Biomas» HM Seminar which provided the UNICA contact persons

unique opportunity to become acquainted with the subject.

 

 

 

 

Aguin, following the format of the Wind Workshop, the group

ex seprroted In three working? sessions: Education ond ?Training

Needs. Research ond Developnent Needs, and Demonstration Needs.

1 may be gathered from the recommendations that biomass is

Perceived os one of the energy olternatives for the Caribbean which

could be utilized faster bused on the agricultural experience and

Jowhow of the region. Ccnsequently, s generalization of the

Tecommendations can be formulated as follows



 

 

 

(1) Securing funding to esteblish research, development and

Gemonstration projects of specific nature in the region on bio-

mass as an energy source should have the highest priority.

 

(2) tm order to implement (he shove recommendation, education

&nd training programs to prepare the human resources needed

ir tropical biomass for the region are a must.
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(3) UNICA should play a vital role in technology information,

Cieseminating, RaD projects eveluatfon and technology transfer

between their menber institutions.



(8) The UNICA Foundation role of securing funds for imple-

mentation the above is essential and indispenseble to carry out

such progrums,

IF the above recon

 

jondations are implemented the science and

engineering capabilities of UNICA member institutions in biomass

betters would be greatly enhenced. Also, the role of the univer-

sities ane yeseurer institutes se providers of solutions to society

Protl-7s novia be strengthened

 

USICA Science snd Technology Conmission wishes to thank

li the UNICA contact persons for their participation in their work-

shory ars tv particular the moderators of the session who drafted

(he worishep reports. Also, we are deeply grateful for the funding

supper? from the National Sefence Foundation, Exxon Education

Scurci~n ané the UNICA Foundation.
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APDX, E-2

BIOMASS AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

FOR THE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

San Juon, P.R., April 28-29, 1982

WORKSHOP SESSION, GROUP NO. 1

EDUCATION AND TRAINING NEEDS

keport by

 

Pr. R.L, Sullivan, Moderator

 

 

ciperts in the Eéuention and Training Workshop session

inctudee:



 

Pr. Jaive Suscarre (University of Puerto Rico)

Eng. Gorardo Manan Paniegva (INTEC, Dominican Republic)

- Lourdes Iturrolde (Universidad Simén Bollvar, Venezuela)

Sir. Willan? Chalmers (Caribbean Development Bank, Barbados)

Dr. lends 5. O'bxien (University of the West Indies, Jamaica)

Mr. Gerale Leler (University of the West Indies, Jemafcu)

Dr. 2.1. Sullivan (University of Florida, USA)

 

 

   

 

 

yendations

(G2) UNICA should Gecentralize the work of the Commissions into

technclogy working groups and increase the number of contact



people.

(2) To fund the increased activity stemming from the new structure

UNICA should actively seek new additional funding for a three

year budget.

(8) Fock working proup should be encouraged to submit budgeted
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Proposais to the appropriate Commission to fund specific acti-

vitles e.g., workshops, continuing education programs, ete.

(4) Eech working greup should establish communications and data

collection procedure.

(5) UNICA should tune exchonye programs among Caribbean uni-

versities es x means for improving the trensfer of new tech~

nelogy knowledge ir. the region.

(6) URICA shouls sponsor @ special Workshop on education with em

Fhosis en university curriculum development ond communication



technicues aimed et improving the region's awareness of the

various new ceehnolgy epticns.

(2) Boeh wes

the state of

 

nf, group shoul

 

publish an edited volune deseribing

W© ont of its specifie technology for each country

  

in the rogicr

(8) Roch working group shouid be responsible for promoting its

specific ares of concorn within the Commission.

 



(9) Video cassettes should be made for each technology to promote

its developrent und use among teachers and public officials.
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APDX. E-3

BIOMASS AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

FOR THE CARILBEAN WORKSHOP

Sun duen, P-R., April 28-29, 1982

WORKSHOP SESSION, GROUP NO. 2

RESEARCH AND DEVE)OPMENT NEEDS

Report by

br. Al Binger, Moderator

Gener

 

It is the general view of the working group that there is

treat Led for collaboration and exchange of technological know-how



between member jneiitutions. It is felt that UNICA must address

itself to the development of a mechanism to sllow for such transfer.

It is leo commorly felt thet there exists in the region various

technologi

 

's which are needed in other countries.

The efficiency of UNICA members is being affected by:

(2) Inacequuetes in the procurement and dissemination of in

formetion

(2) Obstacles preventing collaboration between regional insti~

tutions.

UNICA could be on efficient organization in the development and

Propagation of science and technology in the region if it could

overcome some of these problems

Research and Develo

 

rent



?These are short term recommendations aimed at stimulating

Meveloprental work for various UNICA members and at addressing

certain problems which some members are presently having.
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We interrelate our project goals in energy with those for the

Protection of the environment and construct our project proposal in

order to take aévantage of all funding which exists in other areas

Such as environment protection, agriculture, ete. Attempts should be

made to have joint projects developed whenever possible, realizing

that projects must be specific nature for the sites involved. One of

the main potentials seens to be for the utilization of cocoa and coffee

waste ir generating biomass. We should recognize that duplication

een be Lott good ene bad. However, duplication should result in

more elficient use of funds.

 

Wherever possible UNICA sould speed up the distribution of

funes coring imto the region for R&D and whenever time allows

before inporting foreign technology we ask UNICA personnel if such

fechiclogs hed been previously tested in the region and with what



 

result. Projects aimed at utilicing biomass as chemical feedstocks

sneule be given priority. ?The orientation of such projects is more

technoionicnlly and finsueially demanding but they are potentially

more feusMle, It is therefore recommended that all such projects be

undertaken in ecllaborstion.

 

The UNICA representative in each country, after consulting

with his colleagues, should identify the areas of research and

Geveleprent with specific input and submit these to UNICA for

Processing. Hopefully this will provide » current assessment of

energy 14D in the region,

 

A ?echne-economic evaluation unit should be estoblished to

Provide thie service for cost-benefit analysis so us to deduce the

benefit ef project. In developmental work, all pertinent data from

the region should be supplied so as to allow analysis for site and

Ferionsl applicability and potential. ?That U.S, AID policies in the

region should be evaluated to sce how they promote:



 

(a) regional collaboration

(0) developing expertise within the region
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?As there is a present funding shortage, it is suggested that

UNICA solicit funds in an effort to act as a source of interim

financing for collaboration projects with regional application.

Closer working contacts stiould ve maintained with research and

Avelopment institutions in the rgicn as these institutions usually

have more funds, personnel and equipment to assist the development-

al phase of projects, UNICA would therefore seek funding for the

actual development of collaboration of regional projects.

We accept the vifer of collaboration from French Overseas Uni-

versity Programs offered by Professor J. Kencux of AUPELF. UNICA

shoula make representation to funding agencies for tunds to aid in

organizing this informaticn service and to provide the required

training tu allow the transfer of technology from this source to the

countries where it can be utilized.



Until an information machinery is in place for the dissemination

ef information, person-to-person communication should be under-

taken, Since the eaisting questionnaire is viewed es being difficult

to comply with, it is suggested that each person supply his present

Project with his immediate needs for information and funding in order

thot UNICA Secretariat cen provide whatever short term assistance it

   

UNICA should include in ite current publications ® section on

research projects stating: institution, persons, projects in progress

end current status, projects in planning, projects in which institu-

tions are seeking collaboration, funding availability snd requests

for assistance from members. This will allows UNICA contact per-

sons to be aware of funding availability for research and distribute

?this infermation to people whom they think can benefit from this.
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As there is @ present funcing shortage, it is suggested that

UNICA sollelt funds in an effort to act as a source of interim

financing for collaboration projects with rogional appiication.



Closer working contacts shoulé be maintained with yesearch and

velopment institutions i the region as these institutions usually

have more funds, personnel and equipment to assist the development-

al phase of projects. UNICA would therefore seek funding for the

ectual development of collaboration of regional projects.

 

We sceept the offer of collaboration from French Overseas Uni-

versity Prograns offered by Professor J. Rencux of AUPELF, UNICA

should make representution to funding agencies for tunds to aid in

organizing this information sexvice end to provide the required

 

training {e allow the transfor of technology from this source to the

countries where it ean be utilized.

Urti on information mechinery Is in place for the dissemination

ef Snforuction, perscn-to-perscn communication should be under

taken. Since the existing questionnaive is viewed as being difficult

to comply with, it is suggested that exch person supply his present

Project with his inmedinte needs for information and funding in order

that UNICA Secreturiat cun provide whatever short term assistance It



 

UNICA should include in its current publications a section on

research projects stating: institution, persons, projects in progress

and current status, projects in planning, projects in which institu-

?fons ure seeking collaboration, funding svailability and requests

for assistance from members. This will allows UNICA contact per-

sons to be aware of funding avai'abitity for research and cistribute

this information to people whom thoy think car bene$\* fren this.
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TUNICA should consider providing the following:

(2) information update

(b) locate institutions with simile programs

 

(©) ebtuin funds for holding symposio to allow for person-to-

person technology transfer and to solve problems

(6). strengthen the technology in the crea



(2 that contact persons become intimately i

 

volved in keeping

their colleagues informed on technological development and

funding availebility in the respective fields of research

(OD for t

uation 6

  

 

ICA to improve the level of communication and infor

wemination i,

 

++ publies

 

jon, with these contact per

sons $0 us to ther to fulfill their funetions, Some



financial incentive for the additional work that the contact

Ferson will be required to do in the various countries ought to

be examined.

 

 

A tuajor function of UXICA should be the provision of funds.

Unfortunately, its present structure does net allow for it to function

as a funding agency. In recognizing the integral association

between research and fends, we strongly recommend that UNICA

consider approaching funding agencies such as FAO, CIDA, UNDP,

UNESCO, CES, OAS, CLADE, CDE, Foré Foundation, Kellog Foun-

Gaticn, ete. with the aim of discussing how UNICA can obtain

funding for regional projects.

For short term funding in areas such es biogns which has wide

regional applicability, St is surge

environmental work, bioges p

 

fed thot funds exist for

 



 

fests be structured whenever possible

to be equivalent to environmental protection projects ond so become

eligible for funding.
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In our group we paid attention to Yee (3) basic questions

which we felt were fundamental ?o the susvoss of UNICA. The

were:

 

 

0) the ongoing R&D protect. ?n energy within the region

(2) the requirements of ous Individual institutions from UNICA

() prepesed methods whic TNICA wil! employ to meot these

 



M1 addressing the Srst_qu

motion wes extremely liwited ene the st

mstion wo realized thet such infor-

tuted by UNICA in

3 hw! vet had the anticipated result

soposed that some time before the

conclusion of this session all per-ors: actively involved give a brief

report on what they ore

ested fr

 

  

    

 

urscing and state whether they are inter

 



Wy form oF co

 

 

The second roynirement wie for education. tn institutions

where wechnclogy Is doveleped for the masses (e.g, charcoal pro-

ENICA'S know-how

Nero's snd potentisi users as to the

the operations! techniques, for that technology.

?The secial fectors Involves in giving new technology to our people

cannot ee overlookec.

fect) ix: cssociation with KAD we

   

Med to infurn. bare:

heed, as well

   

 

ih order tu meet these neers we proposed that UNICA consider



the establishment of # proyran: for educating burceucrats, and then

?on associated demonstration prog cmme for the populous in the need

?and utilization of stich technology

Gur second recom

 

fon for UNICA, which is in the unieve

situation to identify and cssess regional needs with regards to

socioeconomic parameters ond ther solicit the Surc?s one uward these

 

?on the busts of competitive giants ?or ine'4usions omibination of

 

institutions te achieve these neces, is chat eveh notivities Be done in
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collaboration with other hodies in the regicn which share UNICA's



concern for technological development in the region.

 

 

It fs reconmended that regions] Institutions svbnit collaboration

Projects throvgh UNICA for funding. These two recommendations will

allow UNICA te uct as a stimulating und evaluuting body te promote

technclogical development within the region.

 

we all apron thot the establishment of the teformation Dis

ination Systen, is critical to the success of UNICA. This

Inforwation Systen 1s to be cevelopec' ir collaboration with OLADE,

TEU cf Gb, CALIR! SRC and other regions!

 

 

stitutions, The

prime purpose of this unit will be to acquire end disseminate

information to



 

MICA contact persons in each country,
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APDX, E~@

BIOMASS AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

FOR TEE CARIBBEAN WORKSHOP

San Juan, PLR, Apeil 28-20, 1989

WORKSHOP SESSION, GROUP NO. 3

DEMONSTRATION NEEDS

Report by

Be. Modesto bnarte and tir. Salvador Lugo

Moderators:

Genera

 



this work rep wus attended by a small group (six persons) re=

Presenting Guyana, St. Lucia, Jamaica, Netherlands Antilles and

 

Peerto kico.

#t the ontect the group decided to esteblish the following eri

terlo for the selection of cemonstration projects: (1) availability of

Biomass on & commereiel scale; (2) this biomass would be in an

existing commercial activity; (3) the projects would be of such

ature that they could be done elsewhere in the Caribbean (tech=

nology trensfer); (4) projects should be culturally seceptable to the

Fegion und the countries involved.

 

 

ith thie criteria in mind, a discussion was held of the various

Biomass related activities being curried out in each of the regional

areas mentioned. Various projects with » potential for developing



into "demonstration" stage were discussed. Severe! were identified

a needing further RAD, others were ruled out becouse enough com-

mercialization has already been developed or becsuise they were not

the general interest of the majority.

 

While sifting the options, tie countries borne in mind in terms

of biomass potential were Guyana, Jamaica, St. Vincent, Haiti,
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Dominican Republic, Venezuela and Colombia. There could be

others,

Only oue demonstration project was Identified and discussed at

length ?or implementation. Discuestons and reasons tor iscarding

other projects are presented,

    



the Ceneral censensus that © Cemonstration project to

BRMECE E88 By vyrelysin of Blomeas would Le very convenient for

the Ceribbecm,

2s ts prot

 

'y the best type of fuel for direct combustion; its

Ersrertation cic bonding aré use offers advantages even over

ule fuels, The suggested project could start with a eonterenee

workshep sponsored by ihe University of Guyana and producing:

Porelive ges (oon, the managersont of the forest industey. ?The

Gusifier hus beer. Ceveloped by a German firm

   

Tin conference st Guyana woule include a sevies of lectures on

ie operations! experience, anc design details of the Guyana faciity

Gcesysten, impects of the region as well as a visit to the plant,

Aiter the conference @ task force would be identified to work in the

Gireleprent of this project. The task force could proceed ee

{cliews: (@) moke on initiat assessment of the process, the logistlog

\ arageneit, re outline 6 plan based on a selected sites



@) Prepare 1 proposal for securing funding from private ana

Severnrent ager cies; (6) implement the proposal when funding. is

 

 

 

 

Other Projects Liscussed

GD Direct burring of biomass was discussed. 11 wes concluded

?hat for souatl capacity botiers there is a long history of conmecent
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Projects in operation. Demonstration needs are required for large

Uutlity boilers but the interest would be centered on a small number

Of the most developed countries such as Puerto Rico, using large

Docks of electrical energy



 

(2) water yzclnths used for tertiary treatment as a source of bio~

Bes. This project was discussed ane it was concluded that it is

fewsible but that there is not now too strong un incentive in

Goveloping & cemonstration project.

(3) "Ses weees 48 a source Of biomass. ?This was ésearded because

H woutres Kul) befere a demonstration unit can be attempted,

(2) Need of

 

* bank in biomass for the Caribe

cussed and It wes cone

this.

 

This was dis

fuged thet UNICA hes @ separate project on

(8) The need te determine:

 



(3) Lie-fuct consumption in the Caribbean

() Cherooul uses

(©) Fire wood uses

?This can help in identifying further demonstration projects,

Other Recommendations

For consicevution at some future effort for demonstration pro-

Jeots we wish to put forth the following possibilities: biogas. or

Proteins from the banana operation at St. Lucia; explore in Antigua

{he Possibility of biogas frum the expansion of pork and poultry

Production, In Dominica explore possible use of wastes from coconut

users and from food processing.
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APDX. B-5,

BIOMASS AN AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE

FOR THE CARIBBEAN WORKEGP



San Juan, P.R., April 28-29, 1982

EVALUATION

AL the ciose of the conference, an evaluation questionnaire was

     

given cuch perticlpant to elicit their renctions to this type of

 

+ and to obtain individ: at recommendations for improvement or

modifiention cf similay future conferences. A tabulation of the

results of this evaluation follows:

TABULATION OF EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE OF UNICA ORKSHOP

(OW DLOMASS AS AN ENERGY ALTERNATIVE FOR THE CARIBBEAN

 

 

TOTALS



EiceTTent Goode Tatr ?¥ Poor Resp

 

 

 

Organization and

logistics 4 on 6 6 3 2 ° 13° 100

Speakers. 2 1 8 6 3 a o 13, 100

Workshop

discussion 2 1 9 9 2 6 o 13° 100

Overall o ow 2 1 8 ° 13 100

How successful Very Somewhat Not Unaware

was the workshop Successful Successful Successful Successful of Project

in meting the

UNICA project

goats? ° 6 6 9 1
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